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Executive Summary
INSPIREWATER is aiming to increase water and raw material efficiency in the highly resourceconsuming process industry. During the project, innovative concepts were tested in three case
studies for reducing the water, energy and chemical consumption as well as the waste and
wastewater amount. As part of the holistic approach followed during INSPIREWATER, indepth Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) analysis were conducted to
evaluate the performance of the technologies from an ecological and economic point of view.
Experts from industry, government and other organizations agree that conducting life cycle
approaches is part of the way, how we design products, develop services, make policies and
decide what to consume. Therefore, LCAs will help to halt and possibly reverse some of the
damaging trends in our communities and environments. The LCC support the LCA results and
allows to draw conclusion on the eco-efficiency of the tested technology.
To compare the ecological and economic impact of the INSPIREWATER technologies, an
assessment of the current installations was carried out. The three pilot studies generated
reliable and sufficient data, to perform an analysis for all current and future installations at the
sites. This allows conclusions for all three case studies as well as methodological findings,
which are presented in this report.
The pilot study performed at ArcelorMittal in Northern Spain indicated that an energy efficient
technology is crucial for an ecological and economical solid removal step in wastewater
treatment of cooling water circuits. Furthermore, a subsequent sludge treatment achieving
higher total solid contents further decreases the impact on the environment and costs. Hence,
the application of the INSPIREWATER technology, the magnetic separator, leads to a more
sustainable cooling water management in steel industry.
The ecological and economic assessment of a membrane process performed to recover spent
phosphoric acid recovery from pickling at the Sandvik site in Sweden, showed that the
consumption of phosphoric acid is the main impact factor. Thus, the key to reach an ecological
and economic process is high phosphoric acid recovery. The INSPIREWATER technology
leads to a reduction in environmental impact that is higher than the additional costs associated
with it, resulting in an increase in eco-efficiency.
The Clariant case showed that if ZLD solutions are necessary or required, the application of
membrane-based approaches for water recovery and concentrate treatment is preferred over
concentrate treatment with thermal processes like evaporation. This was a consistent result
both from an ecological and economic point of view. Hence, the INSPIREWATER project
highlights the great potential of novel membrane technologies for water recovery towards ZLD
from industrial wastewater, especially in water scarce regions.
The INSPIREWATER project has shown that LCA and LCC analysis for pilot case studies is
not only feasible, but also provide valuable information that is only made available through this
assessment. Accordingly, it is not only helpful but also necessary to use such methods at the
beginning of a project in order to identify opportunities and risks as early as possible. As well
as refining the analyses in the course of the project, validating the findings and incorporating
them into further development. This finally allows evaluating the ecological and economic
impact of the tested technologies and provide guidance for the future water, wastewater and
resource management approaches in highly resource-consuming process industries.
INSPIREWATER Public
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Introduction
During the INSPIREWATER project, the aim is to increase water and raw material efficiency
in the highly resource-consuming process industry. This challenge will be addressed with the
implementation of new and established technologies in form of innovative concepts in three
case studies for reducing the water, energy and chemical consumption as well as the waste
and wastewater amount.
For achieving this, in the ArcelorMittal case study, new and resource-efficient solid removal
technologies (magnetic separator and multi-layer filter) and technologies for decreasing
corrosion, scaling and biological activity (reverse osmosis, innovative reactor) were tested in
pilot scale, treating the wastewater or water of the cooling water circuit of the rail and plate
mills of a steel industry in Gijon, Spain.
In the Sandvik case study, a nanofiltration process with a pre- and post-treatment was
demonstrated for recovering the spent phosphorus acid of the pickling process for treating the
surface of metals at a stainless steel production site in Sandviken, Sweden. In addition, a
reverse osmosis was applied for the recovery of the rinsing water, used for cleaning the tubes
after the pickling process, towards zero liquid discharge as well as the contained resources in
the water.
In the Clariant case study in Tarragona, Spain, a process train of different membrane
technologies was investigated (fouling-resistant ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, forward
osmosis combined with high-brine reverse osmosis or membrane distillation). A challenging
secondary effluent from a wastewater treatment plant at a specialty chemical production site
was recovered towards zero liquid discharge. Furthermore, a catalyst for fouling and scaling
suppression was integrated to optimize the membrane filtration performance.
Applying the INSPIREWATER solutions will result in a reduction of resource consumption and
waste streams in the considered system of the case studies. On the other hand, the new
technologies will also consume energy, auxiliary substances and construction materials.
Moreover, the new technologies may need more maintenance resulting in higher personal
costs. Therefore, the question arises if the overall environmental burdens and total costs of the
INSPIREWATER solutions are lower or higher than its benefits and savings. To answer this
question, find out further improvement potentials and financial consequences, a Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing analysis (LCC) were conducted. These assessment
methods taking all different environmental impacts and specific costs into account facilitate
holistic evaluations of processes. For assessing the INSPIREWATER solutions for each case
study in the process industries, the environmental impacts and the costs of the current situation
(baseline) were compared to the INSPIREWATER solution, reference scenarios, conventional
technologies or outlook scenarios. To consider the environmental impacts not only from a local,
but also from a European perspective, sensitivity analyses were conducted changing the water
stress level of the water sources and the electricity mixes. Moreover, an eco-efficiency analysis
was carried out, combining the environmental and economic impact of the INSPIREWATER
technologies to support decision-making of stakeholders in the context of a sustainable
development of process industries.

INSPIREWATER Public
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Basics of Life Cycle Assessment and Costing
Methodologies
2.1 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
To evaluate the environmental impact of a product, process or a system the most
comprehensive method today is Life Cycle Assessment. Characterizations of this method are:





It considers not only few single substances or resources, but also a wide range of different
emissions and their environmental impacts as well as the use of the different resources.
It considers not only local emissions but also the whole life cycle of a product or system.
It evaluates the different environmental impacts to meaningful indicators supporting
decision-making with a holistic perspective.
It is based on scientific models.

LCA is a method accepted worldwide and according to the European Union “LCAs provide the
best framework for assessing the potential environmental impacts of products or systems
currently available”.
Experts from industry, government, and other organizations agree that conducting life cycle
approaches is part of the way, how we design products, develop services, make policies and
decide what to consume or what not to consume. Therefore, LCAs can contribute to halt and
possibly reverse some of the damaging trends in our communities and environments.

LCA method and framework
In the life cycle approach, the emissions to the environment and the resources used for a
product, a company, a service or a system are gathered all the way from resources to reuse,
recycling or disposal, including extraction, transports, production of basic and auxiliary
materials, providing of energy, etc. This is also called “from cradle to grave” (Figure 2-1). This
set of emissions and use of resources is then evaluated according to their environmental
impacts. The results of this assessment can be used to detect hot spots, to find efficient
optimization potentials as well as to evaluate different options according to their environmental
effects. Furthermore, the results of a LCA can easily be combined with economic figures,
allowing interpretation of the eco-efficiency of systems and to determine how money is best
invested.

Figure 2-1. Life Cycle Assessment: the evaluation of environmental impacts from cradle to grave.

INSPIREWATER Public
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According to ISO 14040 ff (ISO 14044 2006), a LCA study consists of the following four steps:
1. Defining the goal and scope of the study.
2. Establishing a model of the product’s life cycle with all the environmental inflows and
outflows. This data collection effort is usually referred to as the life cycle inventory (LCI)
stage.
3. Understanding the environmental relevance of all the inflows and outflows; this is referred
to as the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) phase.
4. The interpretation of the study.
As shown in Figure 2-2, this is not a linear process, but an iterative process. This means that
one starts with initial choices and requirements that can later on be adapted as more
information becomes available or if the results show that further information is needed.

Figure 2-2. Steps in Life Cycle Assessment, according to ISO 14040 ff

Goal and scope
The goal of the study was to evaluate the overall environmental impact of the current situation
of the case studies and the differences in environmental impacts of the INSPIREWATER
technologies in comparison to the current situation of the case studies and to conventional
technologies.
Therefore, mainly the following questions have to be answered:




Where are the sources of the relevant environmental impacts of the current situation?
Do the INSPIREWATER technologies lead to a reduction of environmental impacts
compared to the current situation or the treatment with conventional technologies?
Do further improvement potentials exist?

INSPIREWATER Public
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Hence, the following scenarios were analyzed:
ArcelorMittal
 Current situation of cooling water circuit operation and wastewater treatment
 Solid removal scenarios incl. sludge treatment in the wastewater treatment plant
 Corrosion inhibition scenarios considering softening and microorganism removal in
blowdown water for water recovery
Sandvik
 Current situation of pickling and rinsing process
 Acid and water recovery scenario towards zero liquid discharge of the pickling and
rinsing process
Clariant
 Current situation of water treatment, distribution and wastewater treatment
 Post-treatment of the secondary effluent for organic removal due to stricter discharge
limits in future
 Water recovery scenarios towards zero liquid discharge (conventional and
INSPIREWATER approach)
 Change of the water source from river water to desalinated sea water
The scope describes the most important methodological choices, assumptions and limitations
of the study, like the description of the system under study, the system boundaries, the
methodology and indicators to be used and the basis for the comparison, the so-called
functional unit (FU). Meaningful comparisons can only be carried out, where the products or
services to be compared have the same use or fulfil the same function. Furthermore, it is
important to choose the FU appropriately to the given question. Therefore, the FUs differ
depending of the focus of the different case studies (see section 3 - 5). The detailed description
of the current situations and of the different scenarios of the investigated case studies as well
as the system boundaries can be also found in section 3 - 5.
Inventory analysis
In conducting the LCA, the most challenging and time-consuming task is the data collection.
To reduce this effort and uncertainties, databases are used which contain LCA inventories.
Thereby, it is useful to distinguish two types of data, which are relevant for the LCA (Figure
2-3):
1. Foreground data
2. Background data
Foreground data refers to the specific data needed to model the system, e.g. materials and
energy used by the processes involved in the case studies. This means e.g. the local water
scarcity, the amount and type of energy used as well as the environmental pollutions due to
emissions and waste.
For production of materials, provision of energy carriers, delivering transport services and
waste management background data will be used.
The foreground data were delivered by the industry and technology partners and were
validated before its use in the LCA. For the background data, ecoinvent v3.3 allocation cut off
has been used (Ecoinvent 2016) as well as own processes from other projects.
INSPIREWATER Public
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Figure 2-3. Data acquisition for a process or production site, distinguishing foreground from background data

Impact assessment (LCIA)
In this step, the impacts on the environment due to the emissions and the used resources are
calculated based on the ILCD method (Hiederer et al. 2011). The ILCD method takes into
account a very comprehensive set of environmental impacts given in Table 2-1.
The calculation of the impacts indicated in Table 2-1 is based on scientific models. Therefore,
these results have a high acceptance. On the other hand, it can be difficult to interpret the
results of a comparison if some impacts show a lower environmental burden for one system
but higher burdens for other impacts. For example, evaluating systems in the field of
wastewater treatment (WWT) and/or resource recovery, there are by consequence lower
burdens concerning water resources and water pollutions, but higher burdens concerning
energetic resources and air pollutions. To support decision-making in such cases, it is
necessary to evaluate and/or weight the different impacts. When evaluating, such different
protective interests as human health, ecosystem qualities or resources, the weighting has to
be relative to each other. The value of these different impacts depends on societal values and
can therefore not be determined only on the basis of scientific models.
To solve this problem and to come to a conclusion, two steps can be done:


Normalization to detect the relevancies
To evaluate the relevancies of the different impacts, a normalization of the different
impacts can be done. In the normalization, the magnitude of category indicator results is
calculated relative to a reference information. As reference for the normalization, the
emissions EU27 (2010) will be used (Benini et al. 2014). This means that the result of
every impact category will be divided by the average impact of a European inhabitant
during a year. If all the relevant impacts show a clear result then a good decision can be
taken. An additional advantage of the normalization is that, after the normalization step,
all impacts have the same unit and can be compared.

INSPIREWATER Public
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Weighting of the different impacts
If the normalization does not give a clear result, a weighting or valuation of the different
impacts – usually the normalized impacts will be used – has to be done. Such a weighting
must be based on social standards of value. Therefore, this weighting is not based on
scientific models and can vary between societies and over time.

Table 2-1. Impact categories used in the ILCD method.
Impact category

Unit

Climate change

kg CO2 eq

Ozone depletion

kg CFC-11 eq

Human toxicity, non-cancer effects

CTUh

Human toxicity, cancer effects

CTUh

Particulate matter

kg PM2.5 eq

Ionizing radiation, human health (HH)

kBq U235 eq

Ionizing radiation, eco system (E), interim

CTUe

Photochemical ozone formation

kg NMVOC eq

Acidification

molc H+ eq

Terrestrial eutrophication

molc N eq

Freshwater eutrophication

kg P eq

Marine eutrophication

kg N eq

Freshwater eco toxicity

CTUe

Land use

kg C deficit

Water resource depletion

m3 water eq

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion

kg Sb eq

Interpretation
Weighting is the most controversial step of a LCA, because it can only be done based on sociocultural or individual values. This is the reason why ISO 14044 does not allow using methods
valuating the different impacts to one single score for comparative studies disclosed to the
public. Nevertheless, it is very often necessary to do this step to come to a decision (Kägi et
al. 2016). Especially in studies dealing with WWT or technologies to reduce water
consumption, a valuation of different environmental impacts are necessary, because in these
cases mostly there is a benefit concerning the water, resources or pollutions, but higher
burdens e.g. in climate relevant emissions. That is the reason why single score methods are
used, i.e., in this point the report goes beyond the ISO Norm.
The following single score methods are used:



ILCD (Joint Research Centre 2012), EU 27 Normalization, weighting (Benini et al.
2014)
Ecological Scarcity 2013 (Frischknecht & Büsser Knöpfel 2013)

These two methods have been chosen because they are the only ones taking into account
water scarcity, which is a central aspect of the following assessments.
INSPIREWATER Public
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ILCD v1.10 single score
This method takes into account sixteen different impact categories given in the section impact
assessment. The normalization factors are based on “Normalization method and data for
Environmental Footprints” (Benini et al. 2014). The weighting factors are based on
“Environmental Footprint Pilot Guidance document” (European Commission 2016) given in
Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Normalization and weighting factors used in the ILCD method.

Impact category

Normalization

Weighting

Ozone depletion

46.2963

0.0631

Human toxicity, non-cancer effects

1’876.17

0.0184

Human toxicity, cancer effects

27’100.3

0.0213

Particulate matter

0.263158

0.0896

Ionizing radiation HH

0.000884956

0.0501

Ionizing radiation E (interim)

0

0

Photochemical ozone formation

0.0315457

0.0478

Acidification

0.0211416

0.062

Terrestrial eutrophication

0.0056818

0.0371

Freshwater eutrophication

0.675676

0.028

Marine eutrophication

0.0591716

0.0296

Freshwater ecotoxicity

0.000114416

0.0192

Land use

0.000013369

0.0794

Water resource depletion

0.012285

0.0851

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion

17.3

0.0755

Fossil resource depletion

0.0000153

0.0832

Ecological Scarcity ("Eco point method")
This method (FOEFL 1990, revisions 1997, 2006 and 2013 (Frischknecht und Büsser Knöpfel
2013)) was developed with the aim of reducing the indicators to one single indicator, whose
unit is “Ecopoints” or “Environmental Impact Points” (Umweltbelastungspunkte, UBP). This
material flow method takes into account the existing flows in a certain region, as well as the
environmental goals of Switzerland. The valuation is conducted according to the distance
between the existing situation and the environmental targets. The larger the environmental
impacts of a product, the more Environment Impact Points it will get, and the worse it will be
rated.
In this LCA, the ILCD method is used as the main method because it has been developed by
the EU and the normalization of the impacts is based on the environmental situation of the EU27 countries. The method of Ecological Scarcity based on the environmental situation and the
environmental goals of Switzerland is used as a sensitivity analysis concerning the valuation
to assess the sensitivity of the results towards a different method as well as to ensure and
discuss the results. This is helpful because of the fact that valuation cannot be based on
scientific models alone. To further evaluate the significance of the results, different sensitivities
are assessed by applying different electricity sources/mixes, see Appendix A – Electricity
INSPIREWATER Public
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mixes, and water sources depending on the case study. In addition, to determine the
significance of the outcomes, the uncertainty of the results was calculated using a Monte Carlo
Analysis with 2000 runs.

2.2 Life Cycle Costing (LCC)
To evaluate the economic performance of the current, future and INSPIREWATER solutions,
Life Cycle Costing analyses are performed for each case: ArcelorMittal, Clariant and Sandvik.

Goal and scope
The goals of the Life Cycle Costing analysis are to:
1. Assess the life cycle costs for the current installation at the different sites and the
future scenarios defined within the project,
2. To compare the life cycle costs of the selected scenarios to the current installation,
3. To perform a cost hot-spot analysis for the current and selected future installations at
the sites.
The consumption of operating materials, such as chemicals and energy, for all cases and
scenarios have been defined in the LCA and has also been used in the LCC. Apart from the
costs for these operating materials, costs for investment, maintenance and personnel have
been included within the scope as well. The lifespan of the water treatment technologies has
been estimated to 20 years.
The cost for disposal of the water treatment technologies have not been included, as well as
externalized costs such as environmental damage costs.

LCC method and framework
LCC analysis is a tool, which can be used for designing and controlling current and future costs
of a variety of projects: from specific system components to entire buildings and sites. It can
also be used for economic evaluation of existing systems (Mearig et al. 1999).
For the purpose of economic evaluation and comparison between different buildings or
systems a common function, or functional unit, for all studied scenarios has to be defined
(Davis et al. 2005). For reasons of simplicity, the same functional unit as in the LCA is used in
the LCC. Cost data were collected from the industry and technology partners.
By comparing the life cycle costs of different scenario configurations parameters such as
differing initial costs, maintenance and personnel costs and energy and raw material costs can
be analyzed and optimized for all given scenarios. LCC as a method can consequently, as an
example, explore trade-offs between high initial costs and low maintenance costs and identify
the most cost-effective system (Davis et al. 2005).

2.3 Eco-Efficiency – combining LCA and LCC
For well-founded decisions in the context of sustainable development, it is necessary to
consider at least the two dimensions of ecology and economy. For a comprehensive
assessment, the social dimension would also have to be taken into account. In this context,
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the question arises how these two dimensions can be linked or weighted. One possibility is to
determine the external costs of environmental impacts and add them to the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO). External costs are defined as those costs which are not included in the
accounts and are therefore external or outside the scope of economic accounting, see e.g. de
Bruyn et al. (2018). To calculate these external costs, methods can be used which provide cost
rates for certain topics. Unfortunately, however, these are still not mature enough to be applied
to the water technologies investigated in this project. For this reason, it was decided to take a
different approach, in which the costs and the environmental impact (LCA indicators) are
calculated independently and then weighted against each other. In this project, we used the
eco-efficiency approach presented by the WBCSD in 1991 (Lehni 1999).
This approach is essentially based on the following two ideas:



Equal weighting of economy and ecology.
A high indicator value should indicate a desired state.

One point that is repeatedly and controversially discussed is the equal weighting of economy
and ecology. On the one hand, there are the decision makers who, at the same cost, choose
the variant that has the lower environmental impact, but are not willing to pay additional costs
for a lower environmental impact. On the other hand, there is the awareness that an economy
would not be possible without functioning ecosystems, which would justify a much higher
weighting of ecology. Even from a long-term economic perspective, a higher weighting of
ecology would be appropriate, since ecosystem services are about twice as large as global
economic output per year (Li and Fang, 2014). Nevertheless, within the framework of this
project we use the equilibrium proposed by Stephan Schmidheiny and his business
representatives. As we consider this as an acceptable middle course that points to the right
direction. But the calculation of eco-efficiency depends on the perspective.


From a company's point of view, eco-efficiency is the quotient of the economic value of
a product or value added in a company and the impact of its production on the
environment, measured in a suitable unit.
Eco-efficiency = Economic value of a product / Impact on the environment



From the point of view of an investment in measures to reduce environmental impacts,
eco-efficiency is the quotient of ecological benefit measured in a suitable unit and the
economic costs.
Eco-efficiency = Reduction of environmental impacts / Costs of the measures



From a customer's point of view, the eco-efficiency is the reciprocal value of the product
from the environmental impact measured in a suitable unit and the economic expenses.
Eco-efficiency = 1 / (Environmental impacts * Costs of measures)

The higher the eco-efficiency, the more efficiently the invested money is used.

INSPIREWATER Public
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Arcelor Mittal Case
3.1 System boundaries & description
The system boundaries of the LCA and LCC of the current situation, i.e. baseline scenario, of
the ArcelorMittal (AM) case study include all processes that are directly related to the total
cooling water circuit (CWC) and its treatment. Therefore the rail and plate mill were not
considered in the valuation. As functional unit (FU), 1 m3 of cooling water was used. For the
assessment of the INSPIREWATER solutions in comparison to the baseline and conventional
technologies, two different scenario groups for solid removal and corrosion inhibition were
defined. To better compare the solid removal scenarios including the subsequent sludge
treatment, the focus was placed on the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) of the cooling
water circuit and the FU was selected appropriately (1 m3 of direct cooling water). For the
corrosion inhibition scenarios, the system boundaries were adjusted with respect to the
position in the total CWC influenced by the technologies. Therefore, only the CWC without
WWTP using the corresponding FU (1 m3 of total cooling water) was considered in the
comparison of the corrosion inhibition scenarios.
In accordance with the goal of the study, the system boundaries have been set in such a way
that the following aspects were taken into account:






Make-up water intake
Water discharge (blow down) to the environment and its quality
Sludge accumulation and its content of total solid
Processes of the CWC and INSPIREWATER technologies as well as its energy and
chemical consumption
All the upstream processes to deliver the energy, materials and services for the CWC
processes and the INSPIREWATER technologies

Baseline
In the baseline scenario of the AM case study (Figure 3-1), the used cooling water goes
through the scale pit of the wastewater treatment plant to remove coarse particles. The
recovered scale as well as the sludge of the decanter and of the thickener after the sand filter
is totally reused in the blast furnace and steel shop. The necessary energy for reusing and
caused emissions are neglected in the both analyses because of the low amount in comparison
to the general used materials for the steel production. The transport route, being below 10 km,
is not included because of its marginal environmental impact. After the scale pit, the water is
pumped to the decanter for removing smaller solids by sedimentation using a flocculent. The
presented oil is separated from the water surface and is treated in an incineration plant. For
evaluating the environmental impact of the recovered oil treatment, general background
information of oil incineration of Simapro was used. After the decanter, the water is pumped to
the sand filters. For the disposal of the spent sand, a general landfill was applied in Simapro.
The backwash water, taken of the cooling circuit, of the sand filter is treated with flocculants in
the thickener for improving the sedimentation process. Afterwards, the cleaned water from the
WWTP is cooled down by evaporation in the cooling tower. The water losses by evaporation
and the blow down is compensated by the controlled addition of make-up water and by the
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undefined inlet of water. For the assessment of the impact of the blowdown water, only the
element concentrations were used in the LCA. Biocide and antiscalant is applied to avoid
microbiological growth and scaling in the infrastructure of the mills cooling water circuit. The
energy, which is necessary for pumping the water from the cooling tower to the direct and
indirect cooling water circuit of the plate and rail mills, is summarized in an additional process
unit, called «Operation cooling water circuit (CWC)-electricity». Due to confidential reasons,
the specific foreground data of the input and output streams of the process units of the CWC
like water, energy and material consumption and the blowdown composition as well as the
detailed costs are not included in this report. A detailed description of the baseline scenario
including the specific data is provided in the confidential deliverable 3.3: Report on results from
water management framework testing at the AM site.

Figure 3-1. System boundaries of the baseline scenario of the total cooling water circuit of the Arcelor Mittal case
study. Rail and plate mill were not considered in the analyses.

Scenarios
For the ArcelorMittal case study (WP3), the following scenarios, indicated in Table 3-1, Table
3-2 and Figure 3-2, were assessed for comparing the different solid removal, sludge treatment
and corrosion inhibition technologies. In the assessment, the INSPIREWATER technologies,
which are the multi-layer filter and the magnetic separator for solid removal as well as the
reverse osmosis for the corrosion inhibition by softening and removal of microorganisms in the
blowdown, were compared to the baseline and conventional technologies. The main
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foreground data of the different technologies and the assumptions, which were met and used
in the LCA and LCC, can be found in Appendix B – Foreground data AM technologies.
Table 3-1. Overview of solid removal scenarios for LCA and LCC of the ArcelorMittal case study (WP3) with focus
on WWTP of CWC

Solid removal scenarios
Current

1

2

3

4

5

6

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Scale Pit

Decanter

Decanter

Decanter

Decanter

Decanter

Decanter

Decanter

Sand filter

Sand filter

Continuous
sand filter

Continuous
sand filter

Multilayer
filter

Multilayer
filter

Magnetic
separator

Thickener

Lamella
separator +
centrifuge

Thickener

Lamella
separator +
centrifuge

Thickener

Lamella
separator+
centrifuge

Drainage
container
with filter
fleece

Figure 3-2. Overview of the system boundaries of the solid removal and corrosion inhibition scenarios for LCA and
LCC of the ArcelorMittal case study (WP3)

Costs for the scale pit and the decanter were not integrated in the LCC assessment since they
are not affected by the changes made in the subsequent solid removal and sludge treatment
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line. However, both investment and operating costs for the actual solid removal technologies
were included (see line 3 and 4 in Table 3-1). For the LCC of the corrosion inhibition scenarios,
investment and operating costs of all considered technologies/processes were included (Table
3-2).
Moreover, the investment cost for the drainage container applied in scenario 6 (magnetic
separator) of the solid removal technologies, were not available and is therefore not included
in the LCC analysis. How the final cost of the scenario is affected, was not assessed.
As already mentioned in the baseline description, end-of-life treatment of the sludge generated
in the wastewater treatment plant is not included within the considered system boundaries.
Cost savings due to a lower amount of generated sludge treated in the blast furnace is
therefore not visible in the results. Water savings due to a higher dewatering rate of the sludge
is included for all of the affected sludge treatment technologies.
Table 3-2. Overview of corrosion inhibition scenarios for LCA and LCC of the ArcelorMittal case study (WP3) with
focus on CWC (without WWTP)

Corrosion inhibition scenarios1
Current

1

2

Cooling tower

Cooling tower

Cooling tower

Operation CWC

Operation CWC

Operation CWC

Blow down

Blow down

Blow down

RO
(with H2SO4
dosage)

RO
(without
chemical
dosage)

1

The innovative reactor, which was also tested as an INSPIREWATER solution for corrosion inhibition, was not
included in the assessment since no well-founded data could be provided by pilot and lab trials.

3.2 Results
Life Cycle Assessment: Impact on the environment
Current situation (baseline)
Figure 3-3 shows the environmental impact measured with the ILCD method of today's cooling
circuit. This shows that the cooling tower and the associated water demand as well as the
electricity demand of the cooling circuit contribute most relevantly to the environmental
impacts. In the following, the scenarios for the following two topics are examined:



Solid removal
Corrosion inhibition

The aim of these calculations is to see whether this results in a reduction of the environmental
impact, whether it is large and what the causes are.
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It should be noted that these scenarios do not cover the entire cooling circuit, but only part of
it, see chapter 3.1.2.
First, in Figure 3-4 an overview of the total environmental impacts is given. In the following
graphs, these are divided into the different process steps in order to identify the causes of the
impacts. Then a focus is given to specific process steps.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Subsequently, the results obtained with the two methods Ecological Scarcity and Climate
Impact will be shown to see if different conclusions can be drawn. In addition, sensitivity
analyses are carried out with regard to the electricity mix used, as the provision of electricity is
associated with relevant environmental impacts, see Figure 3-3.

ArcelorMittal baseline

60

Climate change
Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion
Human toxicity
Water resource depletion
Particulate matter
Ionizing radiation HH
Photochemical ozone formation
Acidification
Others

40

20

0
Cooling
tower

CWC electricity

Blow down
water

Scalepit

Decanter

Sandfilter Maintenance
corrosion
prevention

Figure 3-3. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the current situation (baseline) of the total cooling
water circuit of the ArcelorMittal case study based on data of 2016, related to the total environmental impact of the
current situation of the total cooling water circuit.

Solid removal scenarios
The scenario comparison in Figure 3-4 shows that




The magnetic separator results in the highest reduction in environmental impact of
around 60%.
The continuous sand filter leads to a reduction of 40% to 50%.
In addition, by replacing a conventional thickener with a lamella separator and a
centrifuge, the environmental impact can be reduced by around 10%.

It can be seen from the Figure 3-5 that the main reductions result from the solid removal/filter
step. The continuous sand filter reduces the pumping energy and the magnetic separator can
be operated with a minor energy consumption.
The scale pit also makes a significant contribution to environmental impacts. Since this is the
same for all scenarios, the environmental impacts are shown in the following graph Figure 3-6
without the scale pit in order to make the other contributions more visible. This shows that the
multilayer sand filter results in only a small reduction of the environmental impact. The
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continuous sand filter, on the other hand, reduces the effects of the sand filter by a factor of
four alone. However, the continuous sand filter requires more space. Only the magnetic
separator results in a higher reduction.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

The Figure 3-7 shows only the thickener, the lamella separator and the magnetic separator
with the drainage container. This shows that the main benefit of the lamella separator
compared to the conventional thickener is that more water can be recovered and reused. The
same applies to the magnetic separator with drainage container.

ArcelorMittal baseline
100
75
50
25
0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-4. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD of the scenarios for solid removal, related to the total
environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario.

In addition, Monte Carlo analyses were carried out to determine the significance of the
differences between the scenarios and the current situation, the baseline. These calculations
show:






Scenario 1 shows in 85% of the runs a lower environmental impact than the current
situation and therefore the difference can be described as significant (see Appendix C
– Monte Carlo analysis AM, Figure C-1).
Scenario 2 shows in 100% of the runs a lower environmental impact than the current
situation and therefore the difference is certainly significant (see Appendix C – Monte
Carlo analysis AM, Figure C-2).
Scenario 4 shows that there is no difference between the environmental impacts of
scenario 4 and the current situation (see Appendix C – Monte Carlo analysis AM, Figure
C-3). But, the same solid removal technology combined with the lamella separator as
a sludge treatment (scenario 5) shows a significant difference compared to the current
situation (see Appendix C – Monte Carlo analysis AM, Figure C-4).

No MC analyses were carried out for the other scenarios, as these can be derived from the
above results or because the significance of scenario 6 is clear due to the high differences.
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Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios
Scale pit
Sand filter
Thickener
Magnetic separator + drainage

125

100

Decanter
Multilayer filter
Lamella separator + centrifuge
Benefit: Water Reduction

75
50
25
0
-25
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-5. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD of the six scenarios for solid removal, related to the
total environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario. The negative values show the benefit of the
reduced water use due to higher TS contents in the sludge.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios (without scale pit and decanter)
75

Sand filter
Thickener
Magnetic separator + drainage

Multilayer filter
Lamella separator + centrifuge
Benefit: Water Reduction

50

25

0

-25
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-6. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD of the six scenarios for solid removal (without scale
pit and decanter), related to the total environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario. The negative
values show the benefit of the reduced water use due to higher TS contents in the sludge.
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ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios (only sludge treatment)
Thickener
Lamella separator + centrifuge
Magnetic separator + drainage
Benefit: Water Reduction

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

10

5

0

-5

-10

-15
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-7. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD of the six scenarios for solid removal (without scale
pit, decanter and sand filter), related to the total environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario. The
negative values show the benefit of the reduced water use due to higher TS contents in the sludge.

Figure 3-8 shows the effects on the climate, which essentially permit the same conclusions.
Therefore, it is not discussed further. The evaluation using the Ecological Scarcity method, see
Figure 3-9 also shows comparable results. Accordingly, the results can be regarded as stable.

ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios
Scale pit
Sand filter
Thickener
Magnetic separator + drainage

Relative climate impact [%]

125

Decanter
Multilayer filter
Lamella separator + centrifuge
Benefit: Water Reduction

100
75
50
25
0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-8. Relative impacts on climate according to IPCC of the six scenarios for solid removal, related to the total
environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario.
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Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]

ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios
Scale pit
Sand filter
Thickener
Magnetic separator + drainage

120

Decanter
Multilayer filter
Lamella separator + centrifuge
Benefit: Water Reduction

95
70
45
20
-5
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

Continuous SF

Multilayer filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
separator

Figure 3-9. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity method of the six scenarios for solid
removal, related to the total environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario. The negative values show
the benefit of the reduced water use due to higher TS contents in the sludge.

The sensitivities with different electricity mixes (see Appendix A – Electricity mixes) evaluated
with different LCA methods also show no other ranking order of the scenarios, which are shown
in Figure 3-10 to Figure 3-12. In addition, the results of these calculations show that the use of
an ecological electricity product can reduce the environmental impact by 40% to 50%.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of electricity mixes
Spain-Mix

100

ENTSO-Mix

P1: 2030

P2: Green

75
50
25
0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

continous SF

3 layer Filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
Separator

Figure 3-10. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD method of the six scenarios for solid removal
calculated with different electricity mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current solid removal
scenario.
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Variation of electricity mixes
Spain-Mix

Relative climate impact [%]

100

ENTSO-Mix

P1: 2030

P2: Green

75

50

25

0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

continous SF

3 layer Filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
Separator

Figure 3-11. Relative impacts on climate of the six scenarios for solid removal calculated with different electricity
mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current solid removal scenario.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of electricity mixes
Spain-Mix

100

ENTSO-Mix

P1: 2030

P2: Green

75
50
25
0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Thickener

LS + Centrifuge

Sand filter

continous SF

3 layer Filter

Scenario 6

Magnetic
Separator

Figure 3-12. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity method of the six scenarios for solid
removal calculated with different electricity mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current solid
removal scenario.

Corrosion inhibition scenarios
The scenarios for corrosion inhibition in the Figure 3-13 show practically no difference to the
current situation, the baseline. The reason for this is shown in the Figure 3-14. The effects of
the cooling tower and the operation of the cooling circuit are dominant, as shown in Figure 3-3,
and are the same for all scenarios.
For this reason, the effects of the scenarios are shown in the Figure 3-15 without cooling tower
and cooling circuit. This shows that scenario 1 and 2 lead to a reduction of the environmental
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impacts due to the fact that these two scenarios result in a reduction of the water demand.
However, the use of chemicals is of secondary importance. That’s why scenario 1 and 2 have
nearly the same environmental impact.
The same result can also be seen in the use of the Ecological Scarcity method, see Figure
3-16.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios
100

75

50

25

0
Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

with H2SO4

without H2SO4

Current

RO

Figure 3-13. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD method of the two scenarios for corrosion inhibition,
related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of the cooling water circuit (without WWTP).

As Figure 3-13 shows, the differences between the current situation and the scenarios are not
very large. To see the significance of the results, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed which
shows that despite the small differences in 73% of the runs, the scenarios lead to lower
environmental impacts (see Appendix C – Monte Carlo analysis AM, Figure C-5). In the
following, the causes of the differences are examined.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios
Cooling Tower
Maintenance corrosion prevention
RO

120

Blowdown Water
Operation CWC
Benefit: Water Reduction

100
80
60
40
20
0
-20
Current

Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

with H2SO4

without H2SO4
RO

Figure 3-14. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD method of the two scenarios for corrosion inhibition,
related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of the cooling water circuit (without WWTP). The
negative values show the benefit of the reduced water use due to reuse of RO permeate.
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Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios (without operation of CWC)
6

Maintenance corrosion prevention
RO
Benefit: Water Reduction

4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
Current
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Scenario 2

with H2SO4

without H2SO4

Current

RO

Figure 3-15. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD method of the two scenarios for corrosion inhibition
(without cooling tower and operation of CWC), related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of
the cooling water circuit (without WWTP). The negative values show the benefit of the reduced water use due to
reuse of RO permeate.

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios
Cooling Tower
Maintenance corrosion prevention
RO

Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]
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Figure 3-16. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity method of the two scenarios for
corrosion inhibition, related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of the cooling water circuit
(without WWTP).
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The sensitivities with different electricity mixes also show no other ranking order of the
scenarios, which are shown in Figure 3-17 to Figure 3-19. In addition, the results of these
calculations show that the use of an ecological electricity product can reduce the environmental
impact from 20% with ILCD method up to 40% regarding the climate impact or the method of
Ecological Scarcity.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of electricity mixes
Spain-Mix

110

ENTSO-Mix

P1: 2030

P2: Green

85
60
35
10
Current

-15

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Figure 3-17. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD method of the two scenarios for corrosion inhibition
calculated with different electricity mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of the
cooling water circuit (without WWTP).

Variation of electricity mixes
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Relative climate impact [%]
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-15

Figure 3-18. Relative climate impacts of the two scenarios for corrosion inhibition calculated with different electricity
mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current scenario of the cooling water circuit (without WWTP).
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Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]

Variation of electricity mixes
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Figure 3-19. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity method of the two scenarios for
corrosion inhibition calculated with different electricity mixes, related to the total environmental impact of the current
scenario of the cooling water circuit (without WWTP).

Life Cycle Costing: Impact on the costs
The results of the LCC assessment are presented in this chapter. Firstly, the total current costs
for the ArcelorMittal wastewater and cooling water plant is presented and later the future
scenarios for solid removal and corrosion reduction.
Current situation (baseline)
In Figure 3-20, the current life cycle costs of the ArcelorMittal wastewater treatment plant and
cooling water circuit is presented. The data are based on the year 2016 and includes both
operating costs and investment costs. The investment costs have been divided over a lifetime
of 20 years and excludes impact from interest.
The operation of the cooling water circuit is affected with the largest life cycle costs, which can
be seen in Figure 3-20. 46% of the annual costs are generated by the energy needed for the
operation of the cooling water circuit. Approximately 21% of the annual costs are derived from
the investment costs of the ArcelorMittal plant.
Investment costs were collected based on what a new water treatment plant with the same
characteristics would cost and does not include the actual capital costs of the ArcelorMittal
plant. The annual manpower costs correspond to three operators from external companies.
The manpower costs of the internal personnel at ArcelorMittal is not included. Maintenance
costs include costs such as cleanings, new spare parts, mechanical checks and water leaks
repairs. The costs for scale pit, decanter, sand filter, thickener, cooling tower and the operation
of the cooling water circuit includes energy costs, costs of chemical reagents, make-up water
and waste management costs divided into different sections of the water treatment plant.
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ArcelorMittal baseline
21%
Investment
Maintenance
Personnel
Scale Pit
46%

6%
3%
7%

Decanter
Sand Filter
Thickener
Cooling Tower
Operation CWC

2%
0%

4%

11%

Figure 3-20. The Life Cycle Costing results of the current situation (baseline) of the cooling water circuit of the
ArcelorMittal case study, related to the total costs of the current situation of the total cooling water circuit. Data is
based on the year 2016.

Solid removal scenarios
The results of the current and future scenarios of the solid removal section are presented in
Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22 below. The functional unit was chosen based on the same option
as in the LCA, i.e. per m3 of direct cooling water.
Compared to the costs of the current solid removal treatment, scenario 2, 3 and 6 display lower
life cycle costs, as presented in Figure 3-21 below. Although scenario 6, magnetic separator
and drainage container, presents the lowest life cycle costs of all scenarios, it is important to
consider the missing investment cost of the drainage container.
The costs of the multilayer filter (scenario 4 and 5) are similar to the costs of the sand filter
(current and scenario 1). It is however clear to see, when comparing scenario 1 and scenario
5, that the costs for the lamella separator and centrifuge in the following sludge treatment are
lower due to a lower sludge accumulation in the solid removal step by better solid retentions
and consequently higher TS contents. The costs due to a higher accumulation of sludge with
low TS content is higher for the continuous sand filter than the current sand filter, which results
in higher costs for the sludge treatment in scenario 3 compared to the current case. The
avoided costs due to water savings in scenarios 1, 3 and 5 are minor.
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ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios

Relative economic impact [%]
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Figure 3-21. The Life Cycle Costing results of the current and future scenarios of solid removal and sludge treatment
split into different technologies. The results are normalized towards the current solid removal treatment.

The same result can be viewed in Figure 3-22 however in this figure the result is divided into
types of costs rather than sections of the wastewater treatment plant. Scenario 4 and 5 have
the lowest investment costs, which derives from the multilayer filter. The maintenance costs
are however larger. Scenario 2 and 6 have relatively low costs for energy and chemicals,
resulting in an overall low life cycle cost.

ArcelorMittal solid removal scenarios

Relative economic impact [%]

120

Water savings
Energy and raw materials
Personnel costs
Maintenance costs
Investment costs
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Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4
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Figure 3-22. The Life Cycle Costing results of the current and future scenarios of solid removal and sludge treatment
split into different types of costs. The results are normalized towards the current solid removal treatment.

To put the life cycle costs in a larger perspective, the annual cost savings or increases of the
solid removal scenarios have been calculated and are presented in Table 3-3. The flow of
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direct cooling water is 22.4 million m3 per year. The current solid removal and sludge treatment
sections represent approximately 20% of the annual costs of the total ArcelorMittal wastewater
treatment plant. By implementing the alternative scenario 6 instead of the current scenario the
total annual costs for the ArcelorMittal plant can decrease by 15%.
Table 3-3. Change of annual costs for the current and future scenarios of solid removal and sludge treatment.

Annual cost savings/increases [%]
Current

±0

Scenario 1

+2.7

Scenario 2

-8.1

Scenario 3

-2.0

Scenario 4

-0.2

Scenario 5

+0.3

Scenario 6

-14.8

Corrosion inhibition scenarios
The results of the current and future scenarios of the corrosion inhibition section are presented
in Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24 below. The functional unit was chosen based on the same
option as in the LCA, i.e. per m3 of total cooling water.
Comparing the costs between the current and future scenario for corrosion inhibition (see
Figure 3-23) the differences between the scenarios are very small. The life cycle costs are
slightly increased in scenario 1 and 2 by implementing a RO process into the cooling water
circuit. The amount of direct blow down decreases and less make-up water is needed. The
cost for make-up water is integrated into the costs for the cooling tower.

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios
Maintenance savings
RO (with H2SO4)
Operation cooling water

Relative economic impact [%]

120

RO (w/o H2SO4)
Blow down water
Cooling tower

100
80
60
40
20
0

Baseline

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

-20
Figure 3-23. The Life Cycle Costing results of the current and future scenarios of corrosion reduction split into
different technologies. The results are normalized towards the current situation of the cooling water circuit without
WWTP.
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The maintenance savings due to less corrosion in the future scenarios are generally low
compared to the costs over the whole scenarios. The electricity required for operating the
cooling water circuit dominates the corrosion reduction scenarios and is unaffected by any
changes made in the future scenarios.
The same result can be viewed in Figure 3-24, however in this figure the result is divided into
types of costs rather than sections of the corrosion reduction. The main contributor for all
scenarios is the cost for energy needed in the operation of the cooling water circuit.

ArcelorMittal corrosion inhibition scenarios
Maintenance savings
Personnell costs
Investment costs

120

Energy and raw materials
Maintenance costs

Relative economic impact [%]

100
80
60
40
20
0

Current

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

-20
Figure 3-24. The Life Cycle Costing results of the current and future scenarios of corrosion reduction split into
different types of costs. The results are normalized towards the current situation of the cooling water circuit without
WWTP.

To put the life cycle costs in a larger perspective, the annual cost savings or increases of the
corrosion reduction scenarios have been calculated and are presented in Table 3-4 below. The
flow of total cooling water is 35.6 million m3 per year. The cooling water circuit sections
represent approximately 70% of the annual costs of the total CWC cost of ArcelorMittal
including the wastewater treatment plant. By implementing the future scenarios instead of the
current the total annual costs for the ArcelorMittal plant increases by 0,4 to 2%.
Table 3-4. Change of annual costs for current and future scenarios for corrosion reduction.

Annual cost savings/increases [%]
Current
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3.3 Interpretation and Conclusions
LCA
The various environmental impacts were calculated and weighted relative to each other to
obtain a statement on the overall environmental impacts. This weighting cannot be scientific,
but depends on social evaluations, two different methods were used to validate the results. In
addition, for reasons of topicality, the effects on the climate were reported separately. The two
overall aggregating methods show essentially similar results. Therefore, the results of the ILCD
method are used for the recommendation, as this is a European method.
The different scenarios for solid removal have shown the following:





The highest reduction of the environmental impact of around 60% can be achieved with
the use of the magnetic separator, which was one of the INSPIREWATER technologies
for solid removal.
By using a continuous sand filter, the environmental impact can be reduced by 40 to 45%.
The use of a lamella separator and a centrifuge in the current situation and scenario 2 &
4 instead of a thickener leads to a reduction of about 10% when weighted according to the
ILCD method. When weighting using the Ecological Scarcity method, there is no reduction
in the overall environmental impact, as the water resources saved are weighted less
strongly. The effects on the climate show an equal or slightly higher impact, since this
method does not take into account the savings in water consumption.

In addition, a Monte Carlo analysis was used to check the significance of the results. This has
shown that the differences between scenarios 2, 3 and 6 are significant compared to the
current situation (baseline). The use of a lamella separator and a centrifuge is slightly
significant at 85%. In contrast, the difference between scenario 4 and the current situation is
not significant.
The scenarios for corrosion inhibition have shown the following:



The scenarios lead to a small reduction of 5% compared to the current situation (baseline).
The use of sulfuric acid is of secondary importance from an ecological point of view.

The Monte Carlo analysis showed that the differences of scenario 1 and 2 in comparison to
the current situation are only of limited significance. Furthermore, all scenarios with different
electricity mixes were calculated. Among other things, it has been shown that the use of green
electricity can reduce environmental impact by up to 50%.
LCC
Based on the available information and assumptions made regarding the life cycle costing
analysis, scenario 6 (magnetic separator) in the solid removal section has the lowest life cycle
costs out of the current and the future scenarios. It is however important to consider the missing
investment cost of the drainage container applied in scenario 6.
With regards to the annual costs of the entire ArcelorMittal cooling water circuit including the
wastewater treatment plant, by changing the current solid removal and sludge treatment
section to a magnetic separator and drainage container the cost can be reduced by
approximately 15% per year.
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In the corrosion reduction scenarios, the current installation presents the lowest costs out of
all scenarios. No cost savings can be achieved by implementing an RO process in the
corrosion reduction section, instead the annual costs may increase by 0.4-2%.
In all scenarios, avoided costs from water and maintenance savings are small. However, it is
important to consider environmental aspects, such as water scarcity, when assessing issues
like water savings.
The results from the LCC assessment should be used together with results from the LCA when
evaluating the impact of the future water treatment strategies at ArcelorMittal.
Conclusions
The eco-efficiency method can be used to combine the results of ecology and economy into
one indicator. Both the ecological and the economic analysis have shown that the use of the
magnetic separator is very advantageous in the removal of solids, as it leads to significant
reductions in both dimensions. The eco-efficiency of this solution is about eight times higher
than the current situation (baseline).
The continuous sand filter, scenario 2, can also be recommended. The eco-efficiency of this
solution is about three times higher than the current situation.
The use of a lamella separator with a centrifuge leads to a slight reduction in the environmental
impact, which is however associated with higher costs, so that the eco-efficiency is practically
the same as in the current situation.
It is also recommended to buy green electricity or generate it onsite, as this can reduce the
environmental impact by a factor of 2.
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Sandvik Case
4.1 System boundaries, description and inventory
At the Sandvik site, processes to recover acids and water were demonstrated on two streams
originating from the pickling process of stainless steel tubes. Therefore, the Sandvik case study
consists of two sub-cases, which were separately investigated. The Case A focuses on the
recovery of phosphorus and sulfuric acid from spent pickling acid. Case B is designed for the
recovery of water from the spent rinsing water. Due to the possibility to implement both
INSPIREWATER solutions independently, the two cases were separately evaluated, which
allowed a more detailed economic and environmental analysis of each case.
The system boundaries for both processes include the chemical, energy and water
consumptions as well as the wastewater treatment and landfilling. Investment, maintenance
and manpower is only included for the investigated recovery processes but not for the current
situation as this constant, independent of the INPREWATER technology. The functional unit
(FU) was chosen to be x/m2 of surface pickled tubes.

Baseline
During the INSPIREWATER project, the pickling of tubes using a mixture of phosphoric acid
and sulfuric acid is studied (Figure 4-1). After pickling, acid residues are removed from the
stainless steel tube with four rinsing steps. In the current situation, the pickling bath is used for
several batches of pickling. In the next step, the spent acid is removed from the bath and the
bath is rinsed in two steps with fresh water. The first pickling bath rinse and the spent acid is
transported to a landfill in Norway. The second rinse is directly treated at the WWTP on site.
Finally, the system is filled with fresh pickling acid. The pickling acid lifetime is determined by
empiric data for loss of pickling quality.
The rinsing water is changed through a combination of continuous bleed-off and intermittently
disposal. Before discharge into the water bodies, the rinsing water is treated in the site-specific
wastewater treatment plant for acidic waters (WWTP).
The wastewater treatment plant receives streams from different production lines at Sandvik,
which are mixed upstream of the wastewater treatment plant. The treated wastewater is
discharged and the formed metal hydroxide sludge is dewatered and landfilled at the landfill
on site in Sandviken. The reuse of mixed hydroxide sludge at the site is hindered by the high
phosphorus concentrations, which is partly due to the discharge of phosphorus-rich
wastewater from the studied pickling process.
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Figure 4-1. Overview of the system boundaries of two sub-cases for LCA and LCC of the Sandvik case study (WP4).

The data used for the LCA and LCC were obtained during a sampling series and process data
collection in 2016. The data was verified by Sandvik and are in accordance to their statistic
data for 2016. A detailed description of the current situation, the baseline scenario, is provided
in the confidential deliverable 4.3: Report on results from water management framework testing
at the Sandvik site. Due to confidential reasons, the specific foreground data of the input and
output streams of the process units of the current situation like water, energy and material
consumption and the effluent composition as well as the detailed costs are not included in this
report.

Scenario for acid recovery (Case A - INSPIREWATER)
The piloted process for acid recovery from spent pickling acid consists of a reduction step, bag
filtration, pre-filtration by microfiltration, nanofiltration and finally evaporation (Figure 4-2). One
step to achieve almost zero liquid discharge (ZLD) applying the INSPIREWATER technology
is to reuse the wastewater from the rinsing of the pickling baths and the reverse osmosis
retentate (see Case B in 0) to prepare a FeSO4 solution, which is used for Cr(VI) reduction.
The evaporated water is also recovered and reused in the process. The retentate from the
microfiltration and nanofiltration step is landfilled. By recovering the acids and reusing it for the
pickling process, the input of fresh acid is reduced.
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Figure 4-2. Overview of the two sub-cases of the INSPIREWATER scenario of the Sandvik case study (WP4).

The INSPIREWATER scenario is based on experimental results obtained during the piloting
of the recovery process and was compared to the current situation (Table 4-1). The
performance parameter of the nanofiltration membrane have the main influence on the
process. In Table 4-2, the parameters are summarized. An AMS membrane type AMS-3012
was used to define the INSPIREWATER scenario. A pressure of 40 bar was applied, however
due the high osmotic pressure only a permeate recovery of 55% could be achieved at this
hydraulic pressure. If only looking at the INSPIREWATER scenario 38% P acid can be
recovered. However, compared to the baseline case in 2016 only 20% of phosphoric acid can
be recycled. This is due to the fact, that a feed with a lower metal concentration was used
compared to the baseline case in 2016. This was necessary to meet the performance
boundaries of the NF process. Hence, a higher amount of acid is necessary to treat the same
amount of metal surface.
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Table 4-1. Overview of the acid and water recovery cases with its scenarios of the current situation (baseline) and
of INSPIREWATER used for LCA and LCC of the pickling process of the Sandvik case study (WP4).

Acid recovery case (A)

Water recovery case (B)

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

Pickling bath

Pickling bath

Rinsing baths

Rinsing baths

Chromium reduction

Chromium reduction

Microfiltration

Reverse osmosis

Nanofiltration
Evaporation
WWTP

WWTP

Landfill

Landfill

WWTP

WWTP

Table 4-2. Nanofiltration performance parameters.

Retention [%]
Ni

Cr

Fe

S

P

Permeate
recovery [%]

77

87

84

8

12

55

Pressure

Flux

P-yield

[Bar]

[LMH]

[%]

40

0.64

20

The operation of the pilot plant for acid recovery provided new knowledge on how the process
could be optimized to reach higher acid recoveries resulting in lower yearly consumptions of
fresh acid. The outlook section 0 provides a brief summary of the options for potentially
improving the process performance.
As mentioned above the possibility of metal recover from the WWTP is given, if the P
concentration could be decreased or eliminated, e.g. through a decentralized WWTP or a ZLD
approach for the pickling bath. However, the implementation of the INSPIREWATER
technology will pave the way to further resource recycling beyond the scope of this project.
The main foreground data of the different technologies used in the LCA and LCC, can be found
in the Appendix D – Foreground data Sandvik technologies.

Scenario for rinsing water recovery (Case B - INSPIREWATER)
Compared to the current situation of the rinsing baths, the volume of generated spent rinsing
water is reduced by 54%. This is attributed to change of rinsing process operation at the
existing facility, which was proposed within the project and already implemented at Sandvik.
This change of operation reduced also energy consumption for hot water preparation by 53%.
The INSPIREWATER process for the recovery of water from rinsing baths consists of the Cr
(VI) reduction, pre-treatment by bag filtration and a reverse osmosis step (Table 4-1). Only the
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spent rinse water from bath 1, 3 and 4 were treated with the INSPIREWATER solution. Since
a weak H2SO4 solution is used in bath 2, the spent rinse water from this bath has a much higher
mineral content comparing to water from the other baths and the flow is low. No significant
water recovery can be reached by including this wastewater. Moreover, as RO membranes
are sensitive to low pH, the risk of damaging the membrane is high. The waste rinsing solution
from bath 2 is instead used for cleaning the pickling bathes and is therefore treated further in
the acid recovery process.
The RO retentate is partly used as dilution water for Cr(VI) reduction step in the acid recovery
process. Since production of the RO retentate is higher than the need for dilution water, roughly
30% of the produced retentate has to be disposed by other means. Since the RO retentate
was discharged into the internal WWTP during the pilot trials, this was also assumed for the
LCA and LCC calculations of the piloted INSPIREWATER solution. The options to achieve
zero liquid discharge with the INSPIREWATER solution are briefly given in section 0.

4.2 Results
Life Cycle Assessment: Impact on the environment
Current situation (baseline)
In Figure 4-3 the LCA for the current situation, the baseline scenario for the Sandvik case is
presented using the ILCD method. The figure depicts the pickling bath (Case A) and the rinsing
bath (Case B) separately. In addition, the influence of the WWTP is shown separately, whereas
the landfilling of the pickling acid is part of the pickling bath. Over 90% of the total
environmental impact can be ascribed to the pickling bath. Whereas the highest impact is
caused by: “Mineral, fossil & renewable resource depletion”. This leads to the fact that the
influence of the rinsing bath is below 5%.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Sandvik baseline
100
Human toxicity, cancer effects
Acidification

75

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion
Fossil resource depletion

50

Rest

25

0
Total

Pickling bath

Rinsing bath

WWTP RB+PB

Figure 4-3. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the total current situation (baseline) of the pickling
process of Sandvik, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total pickling process.
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Figure 4-4 gives more detailed information about the pickling bath, showing that the highest
impact is caused by the consumption of phosphoric acid. Over 80% of the environmental
impact is caused by consumption of phosphoric acid. The clear suggestion for the pilot of the
Sandvik case is the more P-acid can be saved the lower the environmental impact. However,
to verify this conclusion a second method, Ecological scarcity, is applied. The results for the
baseline scenario is shown in Figure 4-5.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Sandvik baseline – Pickling bath
90
80

Human toxicity, cancer effects

70

Acidification

60

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion

50

Fossil resource depletion

40
30
20
10
0
Phosphoric acid

Sulfuric acid

Tap water

Electricity

Treatment of pickling
acid

Figure 4-4. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the current situation of the pickling bath, related
to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total pickling process.

Sandvik baseline
Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]

100
Energy resources
Mineral resources
Global warming

75

Main air pollutants and PM
Heavy metals into air
Water pollutants
Heavy metals into water

50

Radioactive waste to deposit
Rest

25

0
Total

Pickling bath

Rinsing bath

WWTP RB+PB

Figure 4-5. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity for the total current situation (baseline)
of the pickling process of Sandvik, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total
pickling process.
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The results applying this method are not as clear as for the ILCD method. Again, the pickling
process has the highest impact, which is again caused by the P-acid. It is very interesting to
see that the WWTP creates around 27% of the total environmental impact, which is caused by
“Heavy metals into water”. In Figure 4-6, it is shown that almost 100% of the “Heavy metals
into water” is caused by the pickling bath. The analysis showed that the nickel, phosphorous
and chromium(III) concentration in the WWTP is causing this impact. After pickling of the
tubes, the pickling bath is rinsed in two steps. The first step is discharged to the landfill and the
second to the WWTP causing the high environmental impact of the WWTP. These results
suggest designing a process, which does not discharge any residue of the pickling bath to the
WWTP but makes it possible to send a concentrated stream to the landfill, allowing ZLD for
the pickling process.
To summarize the analyses of the baseline case: To decrease the environmental impact P
recycling is key. However, it is also important to design a process, which is aiming at zero
discharge to the WWTP to minimize the impact of heavy metals from pickling in the water
bodies.

Sandvik baseline – WWTP
Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]

30
Water pollutants
Heavy metals into water

20

10

0
WWTP Pickling Bath

WWTP Rinsing Bath

Figure 4-6. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity for the current WWTP, related to the
total environmental impact of the current situation of the total pickling process.

INSPIREWATER scenario
The data obtained during the pilot study carried out during INSPIREWATER were used to
calculate the environmental impact of the applied novel technology and how the current
situation is affected by applying the INSPIREWATER technology. In Figure 4-7, the
environmental impact of the current situation is compared to the novel technologies applying
the ILCD method. The impact of the INSPIREWATER technology constitutes of an
environmental burden, which is below 1% and an environmental benefit of 20%. The small
negative impact on the environment is due to the fact that the membrane units including preand post-treatment are small and hence energy consumption, the main negative impact on the
environment is low. The amount of P recovered, however decreases the impact on the
environment by 20%, which is approximately the amount of P acid recovered.
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Sandvik INSPIREWATER
Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

100
Baseline
75

INSPIREWATER

50

25

0

Total

Pickling bath

Rinsing bath

WWTP RB+PB

INSPIREWATER

Figure 4-7. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the current situation (baseline) compared to the
INSPIREWATER scenario, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total pickling
process.

A calculation of the uncertainties with a Monte Carlo analysis with 2000 runs has shown that
the differences between the current situation and the INSPIREWATER solution are significant
(see Appendix E – Monte Carlo analysis Sandvik, Figure E-6).
In a next step (Figure 4-8), the burden and the benefit caused by the INSPIREWATER process
was calculated. The benefits of the novel technologies clearly exceed the burden of the
technology itself. Therefore, from an environmental point of view the piloting of the
INSPIREWATER case was successful. To further decrease the environmental impact, it is
highly recommended to further increase the P recovery of the NF process. An outlook for a
potential future scenario is given later.

Sandvik INSPIREWATER - Technologies
Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]
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Figure 4-8. Relative environmental impacts and benefits according to ILCD for the current situation (baseline)
compared to the INSPIREWATER scenario, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the
total pickling process.
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As already discussed for the baseline, a second LCA method is necessary to verify the results
and putting them into context. The comparison of the current situation and the
INSPIREWATER solution applying the Ecological Scarcity method is given in Figure 4-9. A
total reduction of the environmental impact can be observed by over 30%. This is due to the
fact that next to decreased P acid consumption (reduction by 20%) also less heavy metals are
is discharged to the WWTP. The rinsing water from the cleaning step is used to carry out the
Cr6+ reduction and hence is later filtrated together with the pickling bath. The additional water
is later after the filtration step evaporated and used to prepare the rinsing bath. The evaporation
is necessary to reach the needed P acid concentration. This example shows that a smart
process stream integration can have a positive influence on the environment.

Sandvik INSPIREWATER
Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]

75
Baseline
INSPIREWATER
50

25

0

Pickling bath

Rinsing bath

WWTP RB+PB

INSPIREWATER

Figure 4-9. Relative environmental impacts according to Ecological Scarcity for the current situation (baseline)
compared to the INSPIREWATER scenario, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the
total pickling process.

In Figure 4-10, the input for each process step as well as the benefit caused by this step is
depicted. The situation is the same as for the other LCA method. The more P acid is recycled
the better. In addition, these results again empathize the necessity of a ZLD approach for the
pickling process.
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Sandvik INSPIREWATER – Technologies
Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]
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Figure 4-10. Relative environmental impacts and benefits according to Ecological Scarcity for the current situation
(baseline) compared to the INSPIREWATER scenario, related to the total environmental impact of the current
situation of the total pickling process.

The studied process is based in Sweden, hence a Swedish water and energy mix was
assumed. However, to estimate the potential it is necessary to carry out a sensitivity analyses
using different energy and water mix for the Sandvik scenario. In the next figure (Figure 4-11)
it was assumed that the process is run in a region with high water scarcity and was compared
to the actual situation on site in Sweden. As expected, the influence of the rinsing bath
increases. The rinsing bath has a higher water consumption than the pickling bath. However,
by applying the INSPIREWATER technologies, the environmental impact could be decreased
to around 70% of the current situation for both regions.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of water sources
100
Pickling bath

Rinsing bath

75

50

25

0

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

Swedish water mix

Baseline

INSPIREWATER
High water stress

Figure 4-11. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the current situation (baseline) and
INSPIREWATER scenario comparing two different water sources, related to the total environmental impact of the
current situation of the total pickling process.
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In the next figure (Figure 4-12), the impact of local energy mixes was studied. The German
energy mix is leading to a higher ecological footprint (“5% higher than for the Swedish mix”).
This is most likely due to the higher amount of energy produced from coal in Germany. By just
using renewable energy, the overall impact of both the current and the INSPIREWATER
technologies can be decreased by 5%. Currently, no energy savings are achieved due to the
INSPIREWATER process. However, the LCA results indicate that the focus should be on Pacid recovery and also depending on the region, water recycling. The energy consumption has
a minor impact. Figure 4-13 shows the effects on the climate, which essentially permit the
same conclusions. Therefore, it is not discussed further.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of electricity mixes
100
Pickling bath
75
Rinsing bath
50

25

0

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

Swedish energy mix

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

German energy mix

Baseline

INSPIREWATER

Green energy mix

Figure 4-12. Relative environmental impacts according to ILCD for the current situation (baseline) and
INSPIREWATER scenario comparing three different electricity mixes, related to the total environmental impact of
the current situation of the total pickling process.

Figure 4-13 shows the effects on the climate, which essentially permit the same conclusions.
Therefore, it is not discussed further.

Sandvik INSPIREWATER

Relative climate impact [%]
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Figure 4-13. Relative impacts on climate according to IPCC of the current situation (baseline) and INSPIREWATER
scenario, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total pickling process.
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Life Cycle Costing: Impact on the costs
The results of the LCC assessment are presented in this sub-chapter. First, the costs for the
current pickling and rinsing process are presented and later the INSPIREWATER scenario is
discussed. For the INSPIREWATER scenario the calculated investment cost is split to a yearly
cost using an amortization time of 15 years and an interest rate of 4%. The investment was
calculated only for equipment, since there is enough space in the existing building for eventual
installation of full-scale recovery plants. These values are often used in evaluation of
investment in Sweden and, therefore, use of these values gives a relevant information to
Sandvik on viability of the investment.
Current situation (baseline)
In Figure 4-14 the current life cycle costs of the studied process at the Sandvik site is presented
in relative values separately for pickling and rinsing of the tubes. The pickling process is more
cost intensive and contributes roughly up to 90% of the total costs. The rinsing of the tubes
contributes to 10% of the total costs.

Sandvik baseline PB

Relative economical impact [%]

100

0.1%
Rinsing

5%

Sandvik baseline RB
3%

0.3%

Chemicals

11%
21%

75
50

Wastewater
treatment
Energy

46%
Pickling

25

24%

Acid landfilling

59%

Fresh water

30%

Staff

0

Figure 4-14. Distribution of different cost components on the total LCC in current situation (baseline): left – pickling;
right - rinsing.

Chemicals consumption (phosphoric and sulfuric acid) contributes to 59% to the LCC part for
the pickling process and is mostly driven by a high price of phosphoric acid. The price is
affected by an ever-growing demand for phosphorus mainly for fertilizer production in the
world, however phosphate deposits are limited. Among others these reasons, led to an
increase of phosphate rock price of over 800% during 18 months in 2007 and 2008, the so
called phosphate peak.
The waste acid contains high concentrations of iron, nickel and chromium (including chromium
VI), which leads to a high disposal cost. Currently, the acid is transport to a landfill, where it is
neutralized and stabilized order to prevent heavy metal leakage from the landfill. This
procedure amounts to 24% of the total cost.
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The wastewater is treated together with other acidic streams at a WWTP onsite. The cost of
treatment is distributed between different production lines at Sandvik, based on the wastewater
composition and flow. The wastewater treatment calculated for the LCC includes also a fixed
internal fee for maintenance of the wastewater grid at the Sandvik site, which is split evenly
between pickling and rinsing for this LCC calculation. The wastewater treatment costs include
therefore costs for reduction and neutralization of chemicals used at the WWTP, disposal of
the produced metal hydroxide sludge, manpower, maintenance and to some extend
investment for the WWTP. This accumulates to 5% of the cost for the current situation of the
pickling process.
The energy consumption of the pickling bath includes the electric energy used for pickling (11%
of total cost). Fresh water consumption has a minor impact (0.1%) on the LCC for the pickling
process since only small volumes of water are used for rinsing the pickling baths during acid
exchange and acid preparation.
The highest economic impact for the rinsing process is caused by consumption of fresh water
(46%). The price of fresh water increased considerably during the last two years (from 0.9 €/m3
to 1.5 €/m3). Even though the LCC for the current situation is based on values for 2016, the
new price for water was included in the LCC to give a more updated cost overview. The values
used for the LCC includes also a fixed internal fee for the connection to fresh water system,
which is applied totally on the rinsing part, since the water consumption for the pickling process
is a minor part of the total water consumption.
The energy consumption for rinsing constitutes roughly one third of the LCC for the rinsing
bath and is mainly caused by heating for warm water preparation, which is necessary for some
rinsing baths, and also for electric components operation. The economic impact of the
wastewater treatment contributes to 21% of the cost for the rinsing bath. This is third largest
part of the LCC of the rinsing process and it is mostly driven by the discharge of a sulfuric acid
solution from rinsing bath 2. The lowest impact on the LCC for rinsing is caused by the cost of
sulfuric acid consumption.
From the analysis of the LCC for both pickling and rinsing, it is clear that the consumption of
phosphoric acid and its disposal have the highest impact on the LCC results. Therefore, the
focus in the Sandvik case was to study how the consumption of phosphoric acid could be
decreased which is in line with the LCA results.
INSPIREWATER scenario – Case A: pickling
In Figure 4-15, the LCC of the INSPIREWATER scenario is given in comparison to costs of
the baseline. In total, the cost of the INSPIREWATER scenario is 12% higher than the cost for
the baseline scenario.
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Figure 4-15. Comparison of the INSPIREWATER scenario with the baseline for pickling process.

As it can be seen from the Figure, the cost of chemicals in the INSPIREWATER scenario
decreased by roughly 20% comparing to the baseline scenario due to decreased
consumptions of phosphoric and sulfuric acids. This is in line with the LCA results and was
expected as the reduction is proportional to the amount of acid saved (20% see Table 4-2).
The cost of waste acid disposal for the INSPIREWATER scenario, however, increased by 28%
comparing to the baseline scenario. This is due to a higher acid consumption, caused by the
performance parameter of the NF membrane. In concrete terms, the acid needs to be recycled
after running fewer number of pickling batches as compared to the baseline scenario, hence a
higher volume of acid is needed. In addition, the acid is diluted with FeSO4 solution in the
reduction step, which leads to a volume increase by around 60%. Hence, the total volume sent
to the landfill is higher compared to the baseline scenario. The same landfilling price was used
for the two scenarios. Since the waste acid from INSPIREWATER scenario is more diluted and
contains no Cr(VI), its pre-treatment before landfilling might be cheaper. This opportunity may
lead to a lower disposal cost.
The energy consumption for the INSPIREWATER solution consist of energy consumption for
the pickling process and energy consumption of the acid recovery technology. The
implementation of acid recovery in the INSPIREWATER scenario results in a lower average
metal concentration in the pickling acid, which increases electricity consumption of the pickling
by 4%. Another additional 4% of energy consumption increase is observed for the acid
recovery steps.
INSPIREWATER scenario – Case B: rinsing
In Figure 4-16, the LCC of the INSPIREWATER scenario is given in comparison to costs of
the baseline. In total, the results of the LCC for the INSPIREWATER scenario is 40% higher
than the baseline scenario.
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Sandvik INSPIREWATER – Rinsing bath
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Figure 4-16. Comparison of the INSPIREWATER scenario with the baseline for rinsing process.

The costs for fresh water and energy consumption are decreased considerably in the
INSPIREWATER scenario. This is attributed mostly to change of rinsing process operation at
the existing facility, which was proposed within the project and already implemented at
Sandvik. The additional saving in fresh water by implementation of the INSPIREWATER
scenario is estimated to results in 15% lower economic impact compared baseline LCC
assessment. The costs saving on water and wastewater are lower than the volume reduction
since the fixed connection costs is the major contributor for this cost.
Costs for wastewater treatment are decreased considerably also due to use of rinse water from
bath 2 and two thirds of RO-retentate in pickling acid recovery. As expected, the investment
and maintenance cost dominate the LCC for the INSPIREWATER scenario. The scale of the
plant is small and it is difficult to get a positive economy output in small-scale water recovery
systems.

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to estimate the input of used energy and water mix.
The energy mix does not have an influence on LCC as long as the price is the same. The
current electricity price in Sweden is regarded to be low, comparing to historical development
and to prices in different EU countries. If the electricity price is increased from the current 0.05
€/kWh to 0.15€/kWh the outcome of the LCC for Case A (pickling) is the same. The energy
consumption is a minor part of the LCC and the energy consumption between baseline and
INSPIREWATER only varies around 8%. For the Case B (rinsing) the increase of energy cost
leads to decrease of LCC of the INSPIREWATER scenario from 140% to 106% of the costs in
the baseline scenario. Hence, the INSPIREWATER scenario is still not beneficial from an
economic point of view.
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In regions with higher water scarcity, higher fresh water prices are generally charged. The
fresh water used by Sandvik is, however, not cheap, even though the plant is situated in a
water abundant region. The price for fresh water is currently 1.5 €/m3. The fresh water price in
a water scarce region in Spain is 2.1 €/m3. If this price is applied for Sandvik, no difference can
be observed for Case A. For Case B the LCC decreases from 140% to 120% of the costs in
the baseline scenario.

4.3 Interpretation and Conclusions
To summarize, P recovery is key for LCA and LCC. Even though other parameters do have an
influence on the LCA, e.g., the heavy metal content in the WWTP effluent, the most important
parameter is the consumption of phosphoric acid.
In the discussed INSPIREWATER scenario, the phosphoric acid saving is only 20%, which
makes it not economically feasible to implement the acid recovery process. Operation of the
process in the pilot provided knowledge on how to optimize the process. Therefore, several
strategies for recovery process operation are discussed in the next section, which could
possibly increase the acid savings considerably.
The eco-efficiency method can be used to combine the results of ecology and economy into
one indicator. The INSPIREWATER technology leads to a reduction in environmental impact
which is higher than the additional costs associated with it, resulting in an increase in ecoefficiency.

Outlook on optimization of INSPIREWATER solution
Several strategies can be applied for optimizing the pickling acid recovery process. Three
possibilities are described in the following paragraph.
Increase of pressure applied
The nanofiltration stage of the pilot plant was operated at a pressure of 30-45 bar. The pressure
range was selected based on the maximum allowable pressure for the two membranes (55
bar for Duracid and 70 bar for AMS) and was limited due to safety reasons. The membranes
showed a good stability operating at these pressures. If the AMS membrane is selected and is
operated near its maximum pressure limit, the period of filtration with a high metal retention
can be potentially extended to around 60% of volumetric recovery during the NF-stage, which
results in an increase of acid savings from 20% to 28%.
The more P recovered the less impact on the environment. Therefore, this optimized
membrane operation mode was calculated assuming higher P yields of 28% as well as ZLD.
The additional environmental benefit reached for this optimized case for the total system is
around 6%, where most of the reduction is for the pickling part of the LCA. These results lead
to the conclusion that an additional process optimization should to be carried out to increase
the positive effect of the process. The fact that the tested technologies only have an
environmental impact around 1% creates a great potential for additional process optimization.
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Use of different reducing agent
In the lab and pilot studies, FeSO4 was selected as a reducing agent. It is already used at the
site hence, it is safe to use and does not introduce any other chemical elements to the bath.
The addition of FeSO4 increases the osmotic pressure of the feed solution, NaHSO3, H2S or
FeS could be used as a reducing agent, even though these chemicals have disadvantages in
terms of safety and introduction of other elements to the pickling acid.
Reaching ZLD
In the INSPIREWATER scenario it is assumed that the excess of RO retentate is discharged
to the WWTP. It might be possible to use a higher dilution of acid in the reduction step so this
excess can be processed in the acid recovery plant and ZLD could be reached. This would
improve possibility of internal reuse of the metal hydroxide sludge from WWTP, since it is
limited now by a high phosphorus content. If this strategy is not possible, the excess ROretentate and rinsing water could be evaporated and either mixed with recovered acid or sent
to landfill.
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Clariant Case
5.1 System boundaries, description and inventory
The Clariant case study dealt with resource-efficient recovery of industrial wastewater from a
specialty chemical production towards zero liquid discharge. In general, all models included
the water related actions from its abstraction, distribution and use, wastewater treatment and
discharge or further treatment towards zero liquid discharge. For setting up the LCA models in
SimaPro, transport and infrastructure were generally not considered. Whenever it made sense,
the models were adapted to the local situation, e.g. calculation with the actually received
electricity mix, or (local) water scarcity of the river Ebro. For the model that include all unit
processes (e.g., drinking water production and distribution, production of RO water, etc.), the
functional unit is time (1 year), selected for simplicity. In addition to the baseline scenario (i.e.,
the situation as it was in 2016), four different scenarios were investigated, as further detailed
below.

Baseline
A detailed description of the current situation, i.e. BASELINE scenario, is provided in the
confidential deliverable 5.3: Report on results from water management framework testing at
the CLARIANT site. Due to confidential reasons, the specific foreground data of the input and
output streams of the process units of the current situation like water, energy and material
consumption and the effluent composition as well as the detailed costs are not included in this
report.
As it can be seen from Figure 5-1, raw river water is extracted from the river Ebro and further
treated to obtain two types of water with different qualities: chlorinated and non-chlorinated
water. The local company Consorci d’Aigües de Tarragona (CAT) produces drinking water,
which is further distributed by Aguas Industriales de Tarragona S.A. (AITASA). A LCA of the
drinking water production was published before (Pintilie et al. 2016) and was adapted to more
recent data obtained from CAT via Clariant. The SITE receives two types of water with different
qualities: chlorinated water (for domestic uses, irrigation, equipment cleaning, etc.) and nonchlorinated water (further processed by RO on the SITE for cooling, vapor production, domestic
uses and water that comes into contact with the products). Wastewater from the
PRODUCTION and external wastewaters are treated in the wastewater treatment plant.
Clarified water is discharged together with the RO reject stream into the Mediterranean Sea.
The wastewater treatment plant operates in legal compliance. The sludge from the clarifier and
the washing water from the sand filtration (part of the RO water production) are further treated
in a sludge treatment facility, residues are send to a landfill.
The operational cost includes cost for annual maintenance, staff, energy and raw material use,
waste management and other costs. The investment cost of the plant is not included in the
LCC analysis of this scenario.
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Figure 5-1. LCA model for the baseline scenario at Clariant’s Tarragona SITE with indicated water flows (blue arrows). Besides Clariant (CLA), National Container Group (N.C.G.)
and Industrias Químicas del Óxido de Etileno (IQOXE) are part of the PRODUCTION on the SITE in Tarragona
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Scenarios
In addition to the BASELINE scenario, this deliverable compares the LCA results of the
following scenarios:
1. A future scenario with discharge to the Mediterranean Sea with stricter discharge limits.
This is called FUTURE scenario.
2. Zero liquid discharge (ZLD) based on conventional technologies (thermal processes).
This scenario is called REFERENCE scenario for the Clariant case study.
3. ZLD applying innovative water treatment technologies. This scenario is called
INSPIREWATER scenario for the Clariant case study.
4. Change of the water source: installation of a seawater desalination plant and (partial or
full) replacement of the water delivered from the pipe by desalinated seawater. This
scenario is called DESALINATION.
All scenarios are based on the BASELINE scenario described above (chapter 5.1.1), but in
scenarios 1-3 the secondary effluent of the wastewater treatment plant is treated or recovered
by end-of-pipe technologies.
The LCC results presented in the deliverable focus on the comparison of the BASELINE
scenario with the approaches towards ZLD (REFERENCE and INSPIREWATER scenario).
This was done as the comparison of the conventional and new technologies towards ZLD was
the scope of the project and the other scenarios were of interest for the industrial partners of
the case study.

Future scenario: Discharge with stricter limits
In future, the discharge to the Mediterranean Sea will be stricter than today. While discharge
is in legal compliance meeting (besides others) a COD < 700 mg/L in the current scenario, the
organic load will probably be limited to < 200 mg/L COD in the future. In addition, single
substances will likely be regulated, e.g., 1-4-Dioxane. For this reason, a post-treatment by
GAC filters of the secondary effluent was modelled, aiming at a COD < 100 mg/L (Figure 5-2).
Data for GAC is based on the results of the piloting on the Clariant site and can be found in
the public deliverable D5.5: “Report on evaluation of technologies at the CLARIANT site”. As
the LCC focused on the REFERENCE scenario in comparison with the scenarios towards ZLD,
the FUTURE scenario was not considered for the cost analysis.

Figure 5-2. Scheme of the granular activated carbon (GAC) post-treatment of the secondary effluent in the FUTURE
scenario.
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Reference scenario: ZLD with conventional technologies
The REFERENCE scenario applies a treatment train of GAC-UF-RO to recover water. The RO
concentrate is further treated with a thermal process (Figure 5-3). Hot steam (high temperature
level) is used as energy source. The residuals (organic and inorganic compounds of the
secondary effluent) are disposed in an appropriate landfill, exhausted salt dome or similar. For
a fair comparison, the recovery rate was adjusted to the same value as for the
INSPIREWATER scenario (95% total water recovery). Figure 5-4 depicts the water and energy
flows for this scenario. Data for GAC, UF and RO are based on the results of the piloting on
the Clariant site and can be found in the public deliverable D5.5: “Report on evaluation of
technologies at the CLARIANT site”.

Figure 5-3. REFERENCE scenario for water recovery towards zero liquid discharge by conventional technologies.
WWTP: wastewater treatment plant. GAC: granular activated carbon. MOL: catalytic water treatment. UF:
ultrafiltration. RO: reverse osmosis.

Figure 5-4. Water and energy flows of the REFERENCE treatment towards zero liquid discharge of an arbitrary water
volume of 1000 m3.
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Investment and operational cost of the GAC, the UF and the RO process is included in the
LCC as well as the operational cost of evaporation. The annual investment cost does not
include interest and is distributed over twenty years. The cost for evaporation excludes initial
investment. Waste management costs of hazardous waste by external company is used to
assess the cost for incineration of the concentrate.
Furthermore, it is assumed in the LCC analysis that the recovered water can be recirculated
and reused at the site. Subsequently, it can replace fresh water extraction from the river with
cost savings as a consequent. The water is partly suitable for replacing chlorinated and nonchlorinated water, but it can also be used, e.g., for process cooling.
The effect on waste management cost, as a result of the REFERENCE scenario, is not
included in the LCC. It is predicted that the amount of sludge generated in this scenario will
increase - because of increased water recovery – and is expected to have an impact on the
site’s waste management cost. However, due to uncertainties in the data on sludge generation
this cost has not been included in the LCC.

INSPIREWATER scenario: ZLD with innovative water treatment
technologies

Figure 5-5. Scheme of the INSPIREWATER scenario towards zero liquid discharge. WWTP: wastewater treatment
plant. GAC: granular activated carbon. MOL: catalytic water treatment. UF: ultrafiltration. RO: reverse osmosis. FO:
forward osmosis. HBRO: high-brine reverse osmosis. MD: membrane distillation.

The INSPIREWATER scenario applies the following treatment chain:





Removal of organic compounds by granular activated carbon (GAC)
Catalytic water treatment by MOLLIK catalyst
Removal of particulate matter by ultrafiltration (UF)
Recovery of 65% of the secondary effluent by reverse osmosis (RO)
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Recovery of 50% of the RO concentrate by forward osmosis (FO) coupled with highbine RO for the draw solution recovery (FO/HBRO)
Recovery of 50% of the FO/HBRO concentrate by FO coupled with membrane
distillation (MD) for the draw solution recovery (FO/MD)
Recovery of 53% of the FO/MD brine by a thermal process, e.g., evaporation

By this, a total water recovery rate of 95% is accomplished. Data for all technologies, except
the thermal process, are based on the results of the piloting on the Clariant site and can be
found in the public deliverable D5.5: “Report on evaluation of technologies at the CLARIANT
site”. The recovery rates of the single process units correspond to recovery rates demonstrated
in the pilot study of the INSPIREWATER Clariant case study. They might be subject of further
process- and cost optimizations and depend on the final recovery target. It is assumed that the
recovered water quality is suitable to substitute both, chlorinated (after addition of chlorine)
and partly non-chlorinated water streams. A more detailed reuse scheme of the recovered
water within the SITE was not within the scope of this project, but might imply modifications of
the proposed treatment scheme, e.g., recirculation loops in the INSPIREWATER scenario,
additional post-treatment, adjusted recovery rates, etc. Figure 5-6 summarizes the water and
energy flows for the INSPIREWATER scenario. In comparison to the REFERENCE scenario,
the high-grade energy demand for the evaporation is much smaller now, as the water volumes
to treat are strongly reduced.

GAC

Figure 5-6. Water and energy flows of the INSPIREWATER treatment towards zero liquid discharge of an arbitrary
water volume of 1000 m3.

For the process train of INSPIREWATER the investment cost and operational cost are included
in the LCC analysis, except the investment of the evaporator and crystallizer. The cost for
incineration is based on waste management cost of hazardous waste by external company.
Like in the REFERENCE scenario it is assumed that all the recovered water can be reused
and consequently generate cost savings due to reduced need for fresh water extraction from
the nearby river. Nevertheless, as for the previous scenario it is expected that the quality of
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the water from the water purification processes may differ and that the actual amount of
replaced river water is lower than the assumptions in this scenario. The cost savings for
INSPIREWATER should therefore be interpreted as potential savings and not actual.
Furthermore, the impact on waste management costs as a result of INSPIREWATER is not
included in the LCC assessment (similar assumption as for the REFERENCE scenario). It is
expected that the sludge generation will increase as a result of INSPIREWATER, but due to
uncertainties in the data on the overall waste balance, the related cost impact is not included
in the analysis.

Replacement of the water source by seawater desalination
The water delivered from the pipes at the Clariant site in Tarragona originates from the river
Ebro. To reduce or avoid the use of this source, the (partial) replacement of the received water
streams by desalinated seawater. A pre-defined model from the SimaPro software was used
for this.

5.2 Results
Life Cycle Assessment: Impact on the environment
Results of the described scenarios
The BASELINE scenario is described in detail in the confidential deliverable D5.3: “Report on
results from water management framework testing at the CLARIANT site”. In brief, the impact
of the various treatment steps is shown in Figure 5-7. The main impact of the water use at the
Tarragona site comes from the abstraction of fresh water from the river Ebro. In comparison,
the operation of the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and the effluent composition have a
minor environmental impact, when assessed with the ILCD* method.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]
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Figure 5-7. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD for the BASELINE scenario, related to the total
environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site. RO: reverse
osmosis. WWTP: wastewater treatment plant.
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For the FUTURE scenario, a simple post-treatment of the secondary effluent by a granular
activated carbon (GAC) filter was tested in the pilot plant and assessed with the LCA. In the
model, 95% regenerated GAC and 5% fresh GAC were used. A regenerated substrate is the
preferred choice for this application, but it was assumed that a small fraction is lost in every
recycle step. As it can be seen from Figure 5-8, the benefits of this post-treatment (lower
environmental burdens from the effluent) are almost leveled by the additional burdens from
production and re-generation of the GAC.

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]
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Figure 5-8. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD for the FUTURE scenario; related to the total
environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site. RO: reverse
osmosis. WWTP: wastewater treatment plant. WW: wastewater.

In the REFERENCE scenario, water is recovered by reverse osmosis (RO). The RO
concentrate is further treated with evaporation. When assessing this treatment train with the
ILCD* method, there is a high reduction in environmental impacts due to the reduced water
use, see Figure 5-9, the benefits (recovery of water, i.e., less water resource depletion)
outcompete the burdens (i.e., additional use of energy and disposal of residuals, Figure 5-10).
This means that from an environmental point of view, the ILCD* model suggests that water
recovery is a useful measure in a water scarce region like Tarragona.
Note, Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 are just a different representation of the same situation.
Figure 5-9 shows the overall reduction of the water demand as a result of this treatment
technology. In order to allocate the benefits of the various process steps, Figure 5-10 shows
the recovered water quantities as benefits, negative environmental impacts. Thus, this graph
shows for the individual process steps which water is recovered and how high the effort is for
the benefit. For this reason, the water abstraction in Figure 5-10 is still drawn with its original
environmental burden. This second representation is used in the following.
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Figure 5-9. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD for the REFERENCE scenario, related to the total
environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site RO: reverse
osmosis. WWTP: wastewater treatment plant. GAC: granular activated carbon. UF: ultrafiltration. WW: wastewater.

Clariant REFERENCE scenario (detailed)
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Figure 5-10. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD for the REFERENCE scenario, related to the total
environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site RO: reverse
osmosis. WWTP: wastewater treatment plant. GAC: granular activated carbon. UF: ultrafiltration. WW: wastewater.
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The benefits of the water recovery are even more pronounced in the INSPIREWATER
scenario, as less energy is used for the treatment (Figure 5-11).
Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]
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Figure 5-11. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD for the INSPIREWATER solution, related to the total
environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site RO: reverse
osmosis. WWTP: wastewater treatment plant. GAC: granular activated carbon. UF: ultrafiltration. WW: wastewater.
FO: forward osmosis.

When a production site is located close to the sea, another option to lower the environmental
burdens is to switch from river water to seawater. Two sub-scenarios are assessed:
substitution only of the chlorinated water stream (i.e., about 29% of the water demand), which
is lower quality water for purposes with less stringent quality criteria; and substitution of all
water by desalinated seawater. Results are presented in Figure 5-12 in comparison with the
other scenarios. Interestingly, the replacement of the water source can have a strongly positive
impact, because the burdens for the environment are relatively low, compared to the benefits
of lower water resource depletion in a water scarce region. The total replacement of water by
desalinated seawater leads to a minimized environmental footprint and even outcompetes the
water recovery approaches. The reason for this is that in this scenario the water for higher
qualities also comes from desalinated sea water and does not come from fresh water sources
– even the water brought in contact with products, which sums up to about a quarter of the
total water requirements. Note that the DESALINATION scenarios incorporate an effluent
treatment as in the FUTURE scenario (GAC treatment).
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Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of the relative environmental impacts according to ILCD of the different scenarios for the
Clariant case study, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management
at the Clariant site.

Uncertainty and significance of the results
In 76% of the runs, the REFERENCE scenario has lower environmental impacts compared to
the BASELINE scenario (see Appendix F – Monte Carlo analysis Clariant, Figure F-1). This
means that the uncertainty is very high and the significance is therefore limited. This may come
as a surprise, as the mean values of these two scenarios differ by 40%. The reason for this
result is that in the REFERENCE scenario all impacts with the exception of water resources
have higher impacts than in the BASELINE scenario (see Appendix F – Monte Carlo analysis
Clariant, Figure F-2). Nevertheless, the high weighting of water resources results in the lower
overall environmental impacts of the REFERENCE scenario using the ILCD method compared
to the BASELINE scenario. The comparison of the REFERENCE with the FUTURE scenario
showed the same uncertainty. The reason is that the FUTURE and BASELINE scenario have
nearly the same environmental impact according to ILCD method.
All runs of the INSPIREWATER scenario have lower environmental impacts compared to the
REFERENCE scenario. This means that the INSPIREWATER scenario has significantly lower
environmental impacts than the REFERENCE scenario (see Appendix F – Monte Carlo
analysis Clariant, Figure F-3).
94% of the runs of the DESALINATION (partly) scenario have lower environmental impacts
compared to the BASELINE scenario. This means that this scenario has significantly lower
environmental impacts than the BASELINE scenario (see Appendix F – Monte Carlo analysis
Clariant, Figure F-4). The same result could be shown for the comparison of the
DESALINATION (total) scenario to the BASELINE, whereby 96% of the runs have lower
environmental impacts compared BASELINE. This means that the DESALINATION (total)
scenario has significantly lower environmental impacts than the BASELINE (see Appendix F – Monte
Carlo analysis Clariant, Figure F-5).
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Assessment of different impact factors on the model results
It is important to assess the reliability of the model results by the variation of different input
parameters. For the Clariant case study, the following inputs were varied:






Water scarcity
Mix of electricity
Use of fresh or regenerated GAC
Impact of MOLLIK catalyst
Different valuation methods (ILCD* vs. Ecological Scarcity)

Water resource depletion
Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion
Climate change
Marine eutrophication
Freshwater eutrophication
Fossil resource depletion
Others

100
75
50
25

High water scarcity, e.g., River Ebro

Average water scarcity Spain

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

0

BASELINE

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Variation of water sources

Low water scarcity, e.g., Switzerland

Figure 5-13. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD of the water scarcity on the different scenarios,
related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site.

As it can be seen from Figure 5-13, the water scarcity has a very pronounced effect on the
environmental impacts. However, comparing the scenarios in a setting with very high water
scarcity (as at the river Ebro) or in an area with high water scarcity (e.g., average of Spain),
the main conclusions remain the same: all approaches are beneficial, that support to reduce
the water abstraction. Only in areas with low water scarcity, e.g. Switzerland, none of the
assessed scenarios led to a reduction of environmental impact, but the additional burdens
were higher than the benefits by saved water.
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Variation of electricity mixes
Water resource depletion
Climate change
Freshwater eutrophication
Others

Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

125

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion
Marine eutrophication
Fossil resource depletion

100

75

50

25

Clariant electricity mix

Green energy

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

0

European electricity mix (ENTSO)

Figure 5-14. Impact of the electrical mix on the relative environmental impacts in the different scenarios according
to ILCD, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the
Clariant site.

An assessment of the impact of the electricity mix is shown in Figure 5-14. The use of a “green”
energy source, i.e., a mix of different renewable energies, only has a marginal meaning for the
environmental impacts. This is mainly because the water resource depletion has such a high
impact on the model results. That means that a change of the energy source in order to reduce
the environmental impact is not very effective as a first step.
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Relative environmental impact (ILCD) [%]

Impact of different GAC types
Water resource depletion
Climate change
Freshwater eutrophication
Others

125

Mineral, fossil & ren resource depletion
Marine eutrophication
Fossil resource depletion

100

75

50

25

95% Reuse GAC

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

DESALINATION (full)

DESALINATION (partly)

INSPIRE

REFERENCE

FUTURE

BASELINE

0

New GAC

Figure 5-15. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD of different types of granular activated carbon (GAC),
related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site

In Figure 5-15, the differences of the environmental impacts are depicted that result from the
use of either a reuse GAC or a fresh GAC. Similar to the electrical source described above,
the type of GAC only has limited impact on the total impact, as the impact of the water resource
depletion is much higher. However, the reused GAC has an environmental impact being by
factors lower than the new GAC. So reused GAC is recommended.
Figure 5-16 shows the impact of the potential energy savings from the application of MOLLIK
catalyst on the environment. Remarkably, the impact of the catalyst is negligible, as it is
produced only once and can be deployed for a long time. By this, the linear decrease in energy
use is almost completely gained as a benefit. However, in this specific application, the energy
savings during the reverse osmosis (RO) process only contribute marginally to the total
environmental impacts.
Note that energy savings up to 30% were reported in a different study (CARVE project,
https://www.vlakwa.be/fileadmin/media/pdf/presentatie_Pantarein__hergebruik_bij_voedings
bedrijven_.pdf), but could not yet be clearly demonstrated within the piloting study at the
Clariant site. As described in the confidential deliverable D5.4, “Report on operation, modelling
and monitoring of technologies at the CLARIANT site“, the reason for the unclear effect of the
catalyst so far is that “during the entire operational time of the UF-RO-pilot plant, there was
never a situation where data produced which are valid for a technology verification. Especially
the challenging operational conditions, i.e., the challenging secondary effluent, made it hard to
establish an operational regime that would meet the needs of ETV. For a sound verification of
the MOLLIK metal foil catalyst’s effects, probably a different pilot plant layout or a more stable
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wastewater composition was required.” For this reason, the technology verification is
conducted at a different site (Leuna, Germany).

Figure 5-16. Relative environmental impact according to ILCD of the reverse osmosis (RO) with and without the
application of the MOLLIK catalyst, related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total
water management at the Clariant site.

When the scenarios are assessed with a different weighting method, partially a different picture
is obtained (Figure 5-17). The Ecological Scarcity model gives less weight on water scarcity,
but gives pollutants a higher importance. By this, the reduction of organic matter from the
secondary effluent has a higher benefit than burdens. However, both water recovery
approaches (REFERENCE and INSPIRE) pose higher burdens to the environment than
beneficial effects. However, it can be concluded that from an environmental point of view, both
methods find the INSPIREWATER approach to be more environmentally friendly than the
REFERENCE approach. That means that in case that a wastewater treatment towards zero
liquid discharge is mandatory, the INSPIREWATER solution is preferred from an
environmental point of view. Also with the Ecological Scarcity method, replacing the water
source by desalination in conjunction with GAC treatment of the effluent is the most effective
way to reduce the environmental impacts of the water use of Tarragona site. Of note, this is of
course only possible when seawater is available (e.g., the site is located close to the sea).
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Comparison of different scenarios

Relative environmental impact (EcoS) [%]
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Water resource depletion
Main air pollutants and PM
Water pollutants
Mineral, fossil & ren. resource depletion
Radioactive waste to deposit
Climate change
Others

150
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100
75
50
25
0
BASELINE
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INSPIREWATER

DESALINATION
(partly)

DESALINATION
(total)

Figure 5-17. Relative environmental impact according to Ecological Scarcity of the different Clariant scenarios,
related to the total environmental impact of the current situation of the total water management at the Clariant site.

Life Cycle Costing: Impact on the costs
The results of the LCC are presented in this chapter. Firstly, the current water management
cost of Clariant is presented. Secondly, the cost of two future scenarios are presented and
compared to the current water management cost. Lastly, the two water recovery scenarios and
their related costs are compared and analyzed.
The costs were assessed on an annual basis for current water management and potential
future water recovery scenarios at Clariant and is in line with the functional unit in the LCA. No
actual costs are presented in this report; instead, the costs of the scenarios are normalized
towards the current water management cost.
For both water recovery scenarios costs have been estimated through upscaling of pilot plant
data to concur with a potential full-scale implementation of the water recovery technologies.
The upscaling is based on the annual amount of wastewater that needs to be treated and an
estimated cost for treating one m3 of wastewater.
The aim of the LCC has been to include both investment costs and operational costs for the
current water management and the two scenarios.
Current situation (baseline)
The distribution of annual cost for water management (generation, distribution and waste
management) at the Clariant site in Tarragona is presented in Figure 5-18 and represents
actual data from 2016. The cost presented excludes cost of investment from when the plant
was built.
Cost of maintenance, staff and other costs represents more than half of the annual water
management cost (55%). Treatment of the wastewater in the wastewater treatment plant in
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combination with cost of waste management (discharge of effluent to the sea and sludge
treatment) represents 29% of the site’s annual water management cost. The remaining cost,
16% of the total, origins from production and distribution of water across the site and mainly
from production of RO water.

Clariant BASELINE

4%
10%

Maintenance
13%

Personnel
Other
Water production and distribution

15%

21%

Production of RO water
Cooling system

1%

WWTP

11%
4%

Treatment of WWTP sludge on sanitary
landfill
Wastewater effluent to sea

21%

Figure 5-18. The Life Cycle Costing results of current water management at the Clariant site (BASELINE), related
to the total costs of the current water management. Investment from when the plant was constructed is not included
in the result. Data used to generate the annual cost is based on actuals for the year 2016.

In Table 5-1 is the relative cost of raw materials and energy presented for the BASELINE
scenario. It contributes to 15% of the annual cost of water management at Clariant. It is mainly
the consumption of raw materials and energy in the wastewater treatment plant that
contributes, where electricity, caustic, iron chloride and lime are dominant sources of cost.
Table 5-1. Relative cost for energy and raw material use compared to the annual cost of the BASELINE scenario.

Annual cost [%]
Raw Materials

11

Energy

5

Conventional water recovery technology (REFERENCE) and INSPIREWATER
The result of the BASELINE and the two scenarios towards ZLD are presented in Figure 5-19.
It shows that the cost of water recovery is expected to increase the site’s total water
management cost significantly. The REFERENCE technology and INSPIREWATER will more
than double the cost compared to the current water management practice.
The result in Figure 5-19 further shows that it is mainly cost of energy, raw material use and
waste management that contributes to the increase in cost for the future scenarios. The
contribution from investments, maintenance, personnel and other costs has limited impact on
the result.
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The financial benefits of reusing purified and recirculated water is limited according to the
results presented in Figure 5-19. It illustrates that the potential savings, as a result of reduced
fresh water extraction and overall decrease of wastewater discharge to the sea, only to some
extent influences the total cost (negative contribution in Figure 5-19). The result shows that the
financial benefit of recovering water cannot pay off expected increase in cost because of the
water recovery scenarios. However, the results show that in case that ZLD has to be
performed, the INSPIREWATER solution is more cost-efficient than the REFERENCE
approach, as further discussed below.
As mentioned earlier in the report, the impact on waste management cost is expected to
increase further for the two water recovery scenarios because of a higher sludge generation.
However, since data for the water recovery scenarios’ impact on sludge generation is
incomplete, the cost impact is excluded in the LCC and the result presented in Figure 5-19.

Clariant BASELINE and ZLD scenarios
300

Relative economic impact [%]

250
200
150

Investment
Maintenance
Personnel
Other costs
Raw materials and energy
Waste management
Reduced effluent to sea
Reduced fresh water use

100
50
0
-50
BASELINE

REFERENCE

INSPIREWater

Figure 5-19. The life cycle costing results for the BASELINE, the REFERENCE scenario and INSPIREWATER of
the Clariant water management plant. The results are normalized towards the BASELINE scenario cost.

In Table 5-2, the relative cost increase for the water recovery scenarios is presented. It shows
that the future scenarios are expected to increase current water management cost by 163%
for the REFERENCE scenario and by 118% for the INSPIREWATER scenario.
Table 5-2. Relative annual cost increase for the two water recovery scenarios compared to the BASELINE scenario

Annual cost increase [%]
BASELINE

INSPIREWATER Public
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In Figure 5-20, the relative cost of the INSPIREWATER scenario compared to the
REFERENCE scenario is presented. It illustrates that the cost for the INSPIREWATER solution
is significantly (25%) lower than the cost of the REFERENCE scenario.
The main reason for the lower cost for the INSPIREWATER scenario is due to its reduced
need for evaporation. Excluding the cost impact from evaporation and incineration, the result
shows that the specific cost for raw material and energy use in the INSPIREWATER scenario
is higher than for the REFERENCE scenario. This cost roots from consumables in the FOHBRO and FO-MD, primarily energy. However, the added operational cost linked to the FOHBRO and FO-MD is payed off by a significantly reduced need for evaporation in the
INSPIREWATER scenario compared to the REFERENCE scenario.
The result further shows that the cost for equipment, maintenance and other costs has a limited
impact on the total cost of the two scenarios. It further demonstrates that the cost does not
increase significantly when installing FO-HBRO and FO-MD as part of the INSPIREWATER
scenario.

Clariant ZLD scenarios
Investment
Personnel
Raw materials and energy
Waste management (Incineration)
Reduced fresh water use

Relative economic impact [%]

100

Maintenance
Other costs
Evaporation
Reduced effluent to sea

75

50

25

0

-25
REFERENECE

INSPIREWATER

Figure 5-20. The life cycle costing result of the REFERENCE scenario and INSPIREWATER, excluding the
current cost for operating the water management processes at Clariant. The result for INSPIREW ATER is
normalized towards the cost of the REFERENCE scenario.

In Table 5-3 is the total cost (investment and operational cost) for processing one m 3 of
wastewater from the wastewater treatment plant presented, but excludes waste management
costs (incineration) of remaining wastewater after treatment. It shows that, for the
REFERENCE scenario, most of its cost origins from evaporation which contributes to more
than 75% of the scenario’s total cost.
The result in Table 5-3 shows further that the cost for GAC treatment contributes the most to
the total cost of INSPIREWATER. The second most contributing process is the evaporation,
but since less water is evaporated in this scenario (compared to the REFERENCE scenario),
its impact is less relevant. The contribution from the UF, RO, FO-HBRO and FO-MD is between
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ten to fifteen percent respectively. The main part of the cost for UF and RO origins from
investment, maintenance, staff and other costs while most of the cost of FO-HBRO and FOMD comes from the operational costs (energy and raw materials).
Table 5-3. Relative life cycle cost of the REFERENCE scenario and INSPIREWATER presented per each
technology. The result includes the sum of investment and operational costs of the technologies presented
but excludes cost of waste management (incineration) of remaining wastewater.

REFERENCE

INSPIREWATER

%

%

GAC

12.4

27.7

UF

5.4

11.9

RO

6.9

15.4

FO-HBRO

0

12.4

FO-MD

0

10.8

75.3

21.8

Evaporation

5.3 Interpretation and Conclusions
LCA
The various environmental impacts were calculated and weighted relative to each other to
obtain a statement on the overall environmental impacts. Since this weighting cannot be
scientific, but depends on social evaluations, two different methods were used to validate the
results.
ILCD is a method based on environmental impacts of an average European citizen. It puts high
weights on water resources very highly compared to other impacts, such as climate or human
health impacts. In the Tarragona region with a very high water scarcity, this means that almost
90% of the total impact is due to water demand (Figure 5-12). Accordingly, the technologies
for reducing or replacing fresh water with desalinated seawater lead to correspondingly high
reductions in the total environmental impact. This method shows that all scenarios are rated
better in terms of overall environmental impacts than the two scenarios BASELINE or
FUTURE, which do not lead to a reduction in water demand.
The ecological scarcity method assesses water resources much less than the other impacts,
which leads to different results compared to the scenarios, see Figure 5-20. This method
assesses the overall environmental impacts of the zero liquid discharge (ZLD) scenarios
(REFERENCE and INSPIREWATER) higher than the current situation. The reason for this is
the high weighting of impacts on climate and air pollution due to the energy demand for water
recovery.
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The method of ecological scarcity is a method based on the Swiss environmental goals;
therefore, the method ILCD was used as the main method to perform the different sensitivity
calculations and to discuss the results.
It was found that the reduction of water pollutants in the FUTURE scenario due to stricter
thresholds for the discharge of wastewater into the sea does not lead to any reduction of
environmental impacts in the ILCD method. With the ecological scarcity method, a slight
reduction of environmental impacts was observed. The reason for this is the environmental
impact caused by the provision of GAC. This although regenerated GAC was used for the
calculations. If new GAC is used, the environmental impacts are even higher than in the
baseline scenario (Figure 5-15).
The two ZLD scenarios both lead to a reduction of the total environmental impacts of 40% and
50% for the REFERENCE and INSPIREWATER scenario, respectively. It was shown that the
INSPIREWATER solution has significantly lower environmental impacts than the conventional
solution (REFERENCE), regardless of the evaluation method. Of note, the LCC give the same
results: If ZLD has to be applied, the INSPIREWATER approach is more cost-efficient and
reduces environmental burdens more effectively than in a REFERENCE solution.
The two DESALINATION scenarios also show lower environmental impacts than the current
situation (BASELINE). The impacts of the scenario partly desalinated water are higher than
those of the ZLD scenarios. If the entire water demand was covered by desalinated seawater,
both evaluation methods show the lowest environmental impacts for this scenario out of all
investigated treatment scenarios, even in comparison to ZLD approaches. Monte Carlo
analysis underpin that the use of desalinated water instead of river water has the lowest
environmental impact of all investigated options if the site is in a highly water stressed region
with access to the sea.
Water scarcity has a big influence on the results. In regions with very high water stress, the
scenarios for reducing water demand show a correspondingly high benefit, while in regions
with low water stress the effects of technologies for reducing water demand predominate. In
contrast, the choice of the electricity mix has only a minor influence on the results (Figure 5-14).
Summarizing, the following recommendations can be derived from an environmental point of
view: If ZLD has to be applied, the INSPIREWATER solution is recommended. If there is a
high water shortage in the region and the industry is located by the sea, it is recommended to
cover the water demand with desalinated seawater.
LCC
The result of the life cycle cost analysis shows that the cost for recovering and re-using 95%
of the wastewater (currently discharged to the sea) would more than double the annual cost
for water management at the Clariant site, both for the REFERENCE and the INSPIREWATER
solution.
The analysis further demonstrates that the financial benefit of reducing the need for fresh water
extraction and decreasing effluent to the sea cannot pay off the extra cost for installing and
operating the equipment required, not for the REFERENCE process nor for the
INSPIREWATER process.
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Waste management cost of remaining concentrate as a result of water recovery (incineration)
contributes significantly to overall costs for both the REFERENCE process train and the
INSPIREWATER solution.
However, if ZLD has to be accomplished, a comparison between the conventional water
recovery process and the INSPIREWATER solution shows that the life cycle cost for the
INSPIREWATER process is 25% lower. The main reason for the lower cost is due to the
introduction of FO-HBRO and FO-MD in the INSPIREWATER process, which increases the
water recovery rate significantly and thus, reduces the need for evaporation. The result shows
that the additional cost for investing and operating the INSPIREWATER process (compared to
the conventional recovery process) is payed off by a reduced need for evaporation.
The LCC also shows that the cost of investment, maintenance and staff have a limited impact
on the overall costs for both the conventional water recovery process and the INSPIREWATER
solution.
The life cycle cost analysis of the BASELINE, i.e., the current water management at the
Clariant site in Tarragona shows that more than half of the annual cost for water management
occurs from maintenance, staff and other costs linked to the plant. One third originates from
waste management and the remaining cost arises from production and distribution of water at
the site. The results from the LCC assessment should be used together with results from the
LCA when evaluating the impact of the future water treatment strategies at Clariant.
Eco-efficiency
The eco-efficiency shows that the REFERENCE scenario has a slightly lower eco-efficiency
than the BASELINE scenario and the INSPIREWATER scenario has approximately the same
eco-efficiency as the BASELINE scenario. This means, if ZLD is necessary, the
INSPIREWATER solution should be chosen accordingly.
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General Conclusion
The present project allows conclusions to be drawn on the following two levels; (i)
Methodological findings and (ii) conclusions on content, both are summarized below.
Methodological findings
For good management decisions, appropriate foundations are necessary which consider both
the costs over the entire life cycle and the environmental impacts over the entire life cycle. The
methods achieving this are life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC). The
INSPIREWATER project has shown that these analyses are not only feasible, but also provide
valuable information that would otherwise not have been available. This includes e.g
recognizing hotspots, which are summarized from an environmental point of view for each case
study below.




At Arcelor Mittal, the focus is on technologies for solid removal and corrosion reduction.
The Sandvik case showed that the scarce element phosphorus and the disposal of
wastewater containing heavy metals are of crucial importance.
In the case of Clariant, the focus is on water resources and their reduction or replacement.

Due to the different focal points, there is a need for different approaches for the applied
solutions:




At ArcelorMittal, energy-efficient technologies for the separation of solids and the inhibition
of corrosion are of particular importance.
In the Sandvik case, the recovery of phosphoric acid is crucial.
In the case of Clariant, the focus is on technologies for reducing water requirements and
recovering water, such as ZLD or alternative water sources such as desalinated seawater.

These methods offer an essential tool in the selection of the different solution possibilities, like
e.g. in the case of ArcelorMittal, the use of green electricity leads to a significant reduction in
environmental impact, whereas for the Clariant and Sandvik cases this would only lead to a
small reduction.
Accordingly, it is not only helpful but also necessary to use such methods at the beginning of
a project in order to identify opportunities and risks as early as possible. As well as refining the
analyses in the course of the project, validating the findings and incorporating them into further
development. This finally allows to show and to evaluate the impact of the tested technologies.
Conclusions on content
All three case studies have shown that INSPIREWATER solutions have both environmental
and economic advantages over conventional technologies. The conclusions are summarized
in the paragraph below for the three case studies.
In particular, the following conclusions and recommendations were made for the ArcelorMittal
case. The study carried out showed that using the magnetic separator is an advantage from
an ecological and the economic point of view. The technology is very efficient in the removal
of solids; therefore, it leads to significant reductions in both dimensions, resulting in an about
eight times higher eco-efficiency compared to the current situation. The continuous sand filter,
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scenario 2, can also be recommended. The eco-efficiency of this solution is about three times
higher than the current situation. The use of a lamella separator with a centrifuge leads to a
slight reduction in the environmental impact, which is however associated with higher costs,
so that the eco-efficiency is practically the same as in the current situation. It is also
recommended to buy green electricity or generate it onsite, as this can reduce the
environmental impact by a factor of 2. To summarize, the ArcelorMittal case showed that an
energy efficient technology is crucial for an ecological and economical solid removal step in
wastewater treatment in cooling water circuits.
In the Sandvik case, for both the LCC and LCA, the key element is the reduction and recycling
of phosphoric acid usage, as this has the highest environmental and economic impact on the
process. By applying the INSPIREWATER technology the environmental impact was
decreased. However, the process efficiency needs to be further increased to also achieve a
positive impact on the life cycle costing of this process. The high heavy metal concentration in
the water occurring from a cleaning step of the pickling bath lead to an ecological burden
created by the WWTP effluent. Therefore, a ZLD approach for the pickling bath is recommend
from an ecological point of view. The economic and ecological impact of the rinsing bath is
low, the assumption of higher water stress only marginal increase the ecological and economic
impact of this process. The INSPIREWATER technology leads to a reduction in environmental
impact that is higher than the additional costs associated with it, resulting in an increase in
eco-efficiency.
The Clariant case showed that if ZLD solutions are necessary or required, the
INSPIREWATER solution is recommended, both from an ecological and economic point of
view. Although the two analysed ZLD technologies lead to a significant reduction in
environmental impacts, there is no increase in eco-efficiency as the costs are substantially
higher than in the current situation. It was shown that the use of desalinated seawater leads to
a significant reduction of the environmental impact in the Tarragona area. In regions with a
high or very high water stress level, it is recommended to cover the water demand with
desalinated seawater. However, this is only possible if the industry is located by the sea and it
must be assured that the wastewater effluent is not of concern (e.g., no toxic substances). The
use of regenerated GAC for the additional removal of organic compounds is preferred over
fresh GAC from an ecological point of view as it causes a much lower environmental impact
than new GAC.
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Appendix A – Electricity mixes
Table A-1. Electricity production country mix, low voltage, Spain 2016.

Content

Amount
[%]

Remark

Photovoltaic

4

Hard coal

17

Hydro

8

Including pumped storage

Other fossil

6

Lignite, oil etc.

Natural gas

23

Combined cycle power plant and CHP

Nuclear

19

Pressure water reactor 81%, boiling water
reactor 19%

Wind

17

Onshore and offshore

Import

3

From France and Portugal

Other

3

Including biomass, blast furnace gas etc.

CHP combined heat and power

Table A-2. Electricity production country mix, low voltage, Sweden. For the calculations, the ecoinvent process
“electricity market SE” was used, taking into account the import of 7.4% electricity.

Content

Amount
[%]

Remark

Hydro

8

Including pumped storage

Nuclear

19

Wind

17

Onshore and offshore

CHP

3

Fossil

CHP

3

Wood

CHP combined heat and power
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Table A-3. Electricity production country mix, low voltage, Germany. For the calculations, the ecoinvent process
“electricity market DE” was used, taking into account the import of 6.8% electricity.

Content

Amount
[%]

Remark

Photovoltaic

6

Coal

37

Hard and brown coal

Hydro

4

Including pumped storage

Natural gas

4

Combined cycle power plant and CHP

Nuclear

15

Wind

8

Onshore and offshore

Biomass

6

Wood and biogas

CHP

13

Fossil

Import

7

CHP combined heat and power

Prediction 1 (P1)
EU countries have agreed a target of at least 27% of renewable energy and 40% reduction of
greenhouse gases by 2030 (EU, 2017). P1 adjusts to the agreement and electricity country
mix Spain which is consequently modeled as below. Same infrastructure and transmission lost
are considered as in the current situation.
Table A-4. Electricity supply in Spain under EU agreement by 2030.

Content

Amount
[%]

Remark

Photovoltaic

6

Hard coal

11

Hydro

8

Including pumped storage

Other fossil

4

Lignite, oil etc.

Natural gas

15

Combined cycle power plant and CHP

Nuclear

18

Pressure water reactor 81%, boiling water
reactor 19%

Wind

28

Onshore and offshore

Import

3

From France and Portugal

Other

8

Including biomass, blast furnace gas etc.

CHP combined heat and power
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Prediction 2 (P2)
An idealized electricity solution is introduced in P2. With roof photovoltaic, biomass and other
green source energy, P2 is an electricity mix with a high ratio of renewable energy. The ratio
of hydropower keeps constant and wind power increase only a limited amount. Same
infrastructure and transmission lost are considered as in the current situation.
Table A-5. Idealized electricity supply with total green energy, Spain.

Content

Amount
[%]

Remark

Photovoltaic

10

Hydro

8

Including pumped storage

Natural gas

30

Combined cycle power plant and CHP

Wind

35

Onshore and offshore

Biomass

7

Other co-generation

10

From waste, blast furnace gas, coal gas

CHP combined heat and power
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Appendix B – Foreground data AM technologies
Main foreground data of the different evaluated technologies (INSPIREWATER, conventional
solutions), which were provided by the project partners and the assumptions, which were met,
for the scenarios of the ArcelorMittal case study (WP3).

Solid removal technologies

No. of filters or
magnet tubes*
Input

Sand filter

Continuous
sand filter

Multi-layer
filter

Magnetic
separator

c.d.

43

8

1’944**

Related to 1 m3 of the direct cooling water circuit

Energy

kWh

c.d.

0.017

0.153

0***

c.d. confidential data
*Related to industrial scale.
**Correspond to 7.6 t neodymium magnet mass.
***Energy for magnet and nozzle bare movement can be neglected.

Sludge treatment technologies
Thickener LS+C Thickener LS+C
(after sand
filter)

Input
Energy

(after
continuous
sand filter)

(after
continuous
sand filter)

Thickener LS+C Drainage
(after multi(after
container
layer filter)

multilayer
filter)

(after
magnetic
separator)

Related to 1 m3 of the direct cooling water circuit

kWh

c.d. 0.002

0.0022

0.0136

0.0006 0.001

0

c.d.

644

56

1’350

56

102

-

-

0.1

-

0.2

-

0.02

-

l

c.d.

0.1

1.1

0.1

1.1

0.1

0.3

l

-

1

-

1

-

1

0.8

Flocculant* mg
Polymer*

(after
sand
filter)

ml

Output
Sludge
Savings
Water**

c.d. confidential data; LS+C Lamella separator and centrifuge
*Consumptions of the concentrate, not of the added solutions..
**Assumed water savings due to higher TS content in sludge and consequently less water losses in the system compared to the
current sludge treatment.
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Corrosion inhibition technologies
Reverse osmosis

Reverse osmosis

(with chemical dosage)

(without chemical dosage)

Input

Related to 1 m3 of the total cooling water circuit

Energy

kWh

0.0039

0.0039

H2SO4*

ml

0.53

-

NaOH*

ml

0.41

-

Ultraperm

ml

0.07

0.07

(Cleaning agent)

Reduction
(assumptions)

In total

Make-up
water

%

80

80

Blow-down
water

%

80

80

Maintenance %

20

20

Biocide

%

10

10

Corrosion
inhibitor

%

10

10

Antiscalant

%

10

10

*20% solution
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Appendix C – Monte Carlo analysis AM
Results of Monte Carlo analysis of the solid removal scenarios of the ArcelorMittal case study

Figure C-1. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with scenario 1 of solid removal. The green bars
gives the runs where scenario 1 has lower environmental impacts and the red bars the runs where the current
situation have lower environmental impacts.

Figure C-2. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with scenario 2 of solid removal. The green bars
give the runs where scenario 2 has lower environmental impacts and the red bars the runs where the current
situation have lower environmental impacts.

Figure C-3. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with scenario 4 of solid removal. The green bars
give the runs where scenario 4 has lower environmental impacts and the red bars the runs where the current
situation have lower environmental impacts.
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Figure C-4. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with scenario 5 of solid removal. The green bars
give the runs where scenario 5 has lower environmental impacts and the red bars the runs where the current
situation have lower environmental impacts.

Results of Monte Carlo analysis of the corrosion inhibition scenarios of the ArcelorMittal case
study

Figure C-5. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with scenario 1 of corrosion inhibition. The green
bars gives the runs where scenario 1 has lower environmental impacts and the red bars the runs where the current
situation have lower environmental impacts.
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Appendix D – Foreground data Sandvik technologies
Main foreground data of the evaluated technologies (INSPIREWATER) which were provided
by the project partners for the acid and water recovery scenarios at the Sandvik case study
(WP4).

Technologies/treatment steps for acid recovery scenario
Pickling
bath

Chromium Microfiltration Nanofiltration Evaporation
reduction

Related to 1 m2 treated surface of stainless-steel tubes

Treated
volume

m3

-

0.010

0.017

0.017

0.009

Membrane
area (total)

m2

-

-

1

59

-

Input
Energy

kWh c.d.

0.0017

0.0023

0.035

1.03

Chemicals
FeSO4 x
7H2O

kg

-

3.65

-

-

-

Retentate to
landfill

m3

-

-

0.0008

0.0072

-

Wastewater
(PB cleaning)

m3

0.001

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.005

Output

Savings by INSPIREWATER solution
Pickling acid

m3

-

-

c.d. confidential data
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Technologies/treatment steps for water recovery
Chromium reduction

Reverse osmosis

Related to 1 m2 treated surface of stainless-steel tubes

Treated volume

m3

0.145

0.146

Membrane area
(total)

m2

-

24

Energy

kWh

0.001

0.13

Chemicals
FeSO4 x 7H2O
Cleaning agents

kg

0.00001
-

0.0005

m3

-

0.003

Input

Output
Wastewater
(Leftover RO
retentate)

Savings by INSPIREWATER solution
Water
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Appendix E – Monte Carlo analysis Sandvik
Results of Monte Carlo analysis of the current situation (baseline) compared to the
INSPIREWATER scenario of the Sandvik case study

Figure E-6. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation with the INSPIREWATER solution using ILCD
method. The green bars give the runs in which the INSPIREWATER solution has lower environmental impacts than
the current situation.
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Appendix F – Monte Carlo analysis Clariant
Results of Monte Carlo analysis of the different scenarios of the Clariant case study

Figure F-7. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation (BASELINE) with the REFERENCE using ILCD
method. The green bars give the runs in which the REFERENCE scenario has lower environmental impacts and
the red bars the runs in which the current situation has lower environmental impacts.

Figure F-8. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation (BASELINE) with the REFERENCE using ILCD
method. The yellow bars give the percentage of runs in which the REFERENCE scenario has lower environmental
impacts and the blue bars the percentage of runs in which the current situation has lower environmental impacts.

Figure F-9. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the REFERENCE with the INSPIREWATER solution using ILCD
method. The green bars give the runs in which the INSPIREWATER scenario has lower environmental impacts and
the red bars the runs in which the REFERENCE scenario has lower environmental impacts.
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Figure F-10. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation (BASELINE) with the DESALINATION (partly)
scenario. The green bars give the runs in which the DESALINATION (partly) scenario has lower environmental
impacts and the red bars the runs in which the current situation has lower environmental impacts.

Figure F-11. Monte Carlo analysis comparing the current situation (BASELINE) with the DESALINATION (totally)
scenario. The green bars give the runs in which the DESALINATION (totally) scenario has lower environmental
impacts and the red bars the runs in which the current situation has lower environmental impacts.
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